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Dear Reader:

OUTWARD BOUND, Inc. and its chartered OUTWARD BOUND Schools
operate in the United States as privately supported non-
profit institutions seeking to accomplibh two primary goals:

1. To establish on a national scale programs
directly run by OUTWARD BOUND which demonstrate
the effectiveness of its educational philoso-
phy and methods for Americans, and

2. To consciously introduce that philosophy and
method for interpretation within traditional
public and private education systems.

Since 1968 our energies have been given increasingly to
the second of these aims.

Dr. Schulze conducted his analys4vindependent1y at the
request of OUTWARD BOUND, Inc. was.,,Aone as part of
a three year project funded by a grant,..fren),the Carnegie
Corporation which sought to'determine 'the,..'usefulness of
DUTWARD BOUND as a contributing experienCefor teacher
training and adaptation within seCondarfAchools. We
are eleased with what he found and repOrt0d, and challenged
5y h5Ls conclusions and recommendations.

(n making An Analysis.of the' Impact of OUTWARD BOUND on
frielve High Schools available for limited distribution,
it is our hope to encourage further the processes whereby
)UTWARD BOUND philosophy and method can be more fully
itilized within traditional education. Should 'you wish
:o explore the possit.ilities for your institution, we
Lope you will contact us at any of the addresses given
Hi the back cover.

lurray E: Durst
rational Executive Director
rUTWARD BOUND, Inc.
tston, Virginia 22070
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INTRODUCTION

Criticism of the schools and the educational

process .has,been extremely heavy in the last decade.

,A number of writers, including parents, students

and edvcators have articulated their concern with the

deficiencies and inequalities in oun procbss of educa-

tion. OVercrowded classrooms, sturile classroom

curricula, rigid codes of behavior have all been
, .

widely exposed. and discussed.

Educators have'not been reluctant to examine and

revise their.procedures. Innovations_have been ex-

tensive and impressive in an -attempt to meet the

presumed needs and interests of students. Schools

have introduced experiments in a variety of areas --

flexibility in scheduling and staffing patterns,

student interesi-centered curricula, and joint

student-faculty dedlion-making committees.

Nonetheless, much remains to be done in order

to provide quality educational, experiences to our

nation's youth, and adults: Educators are more and

more concerned that 'education speaks to the values

and attitudes of students, to their growth and
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development into sensitive, knowledgeable, and

responsiblecitizens. The "affective domain" has

frequently been overlooked in the rush to impart

technical information and skills.

One program which has developed in the last, few

years in a number of schools which deals with this

concern f6r personal growth and development is OUTWARD

BOUND. OUTWARD BOUND is a process which uses the

natural environment to develop in participants a

heightened sense of awareness of their own potential

and 'an increase in self-uriderstanding and compission

for others.

Evidence from personal interview:4, observations',

and questionnaire irlicates that the influence of

OUTWARD BOUND in the schools is extensive and signi-

ficant. he programs have draMatic implications for

tilt: nature of-the educational tare offered by our

schools. OUTWARD BOUND in the schools has served as

<,

a. catalyst. It has stimulated a spirit of,inquiry

. .

and self-examination which hr.s led to changes in

curricula and in relationships between students and

teachers. It has encouraged experimentation in the

use of experience as a Jegitimate Vehicle for
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instruction and if has fostered a spirit of sensitivity .

and trust between,students and teachers which is all

too often uncommon in our nation's schools.

The purpose of thfs report is to describe and

analyze in depth the effects which OUTWARD BOUND has

had on twelve high schools across the United States.



CHAPTER

OUTWARD BOUND: BACKGROUND*

The OUTWARD BOUND Movement is in part the product

of the edocational theories and practices of German-born

Kurt ihdui. Expelled from Germany in 1933, he- went to

England where he established residence. There he found

a climate responsive to his educational' ideas and wit%

the financial aid of Lawrencc Holt, he founded the

first OUTWARD ROUND School in Aberdovey in 1941. The

school, emphaf;izing.he development of imireased

self-knowledge and realization of inner resources

through a program of wilderness survival and group

living, was .a response to the immediate needg to train

young British seamen to withstand and survive the

hazards of naval warfare. Too frequently, older, more

experienced seamen survived these dangers while the

younger ones died. It was hoped that a progrdM which

* Those readers already familiar with the background

and practices of OUTWARD BOUND may wi-sh to turn direfTrt-

to the succeeding chapters which examine the effects

'of OUTWARD BOUND on high schools. .For those unfamiliar

: with OUTWARD BOUND it is hoped that the following section

. will bring an understanding of the principles and practices

of the Movement.-

10
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Put Young men through a series of testing experiences

Would.develeP In m the strength of charnCter and

Will needed to survive.

It is, useful to look briefly af Hahn's, ideas

about edtication ( fl'om Which the OUTWARD BOUND move-

ment developed) before moving to an examination of

tl.o OUTWARD BOUND program itself. Kurt Hahn was

Primarily n'.socinl reformer wile viewed educlation as

a means for developing diaracter.1 lAs chief nim was

to produce responsible.and active citizens. His

concept of.citizenship was not unlike the Creekideal .

'.0fone4who is willing to serve his community in what-

ever ways lie is capable.2 'Hahn wished to equip his

students with the desire, -commitment and'tools to

'produce a more humane Community. In a speech, given

in 1936, Hahn voiced his hopes for the role that

education might play in improving t;ociety.

"We believe that present day civilization
is diseased, often sapping the strength
of the young before they are grown uP,
that he who is meant to serve our civili-
zation must be fortified against it; that

-1., Robert SkidelSky, English Proressive Schools,
Penguin Books, Ltd. liarmoundsworth, Midd:osex,
England, 1969. p.232.

.Ibid..p. 229.
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Education can build up protective tasteu
and habits likely to provide immunity." a

Another speech (given in 1965) indicates his concern

that education deal more with the tralning of character

than with the training of intellect.

"The tragle history on continental countries
transmits the warning that we should take
hoed og Napoleon's yords: 'The world is
not ruined by the wickedness of the wicked
but by the weaknese of the good! Again
and again when disastrous' decisions were
taken by German governments the last'
fifty yours, w4se men' retreated in noble
helplessness, lamenting events which they
could have influenced. If we take to
heart the lessons of history, we will re-
gard it.as a serious respensibility of
chools to build up nervous"strength
the vulnerable, the:imaginative, the
sensitive by methods.which will harden
yet spare them, so that they will be
better able to .stand the strain vr4ich
responsible citizenship imposes."
.°

John Dewey.expressgd 4 similar concern for the

affectIve nature of education when he asked,

"What avail is it to win prescribed amounts
of information about geography and history,
to win the ability to read and write if in
the process the individual loses his own

. soul; loses his'appreciation of things

3 Ibid. p. 232..
4
. Kurt Hahn, "Speech at Conference at.Harrogate",

'May 9, 1965. Published by OUTWARD BOUND Trust,
London, England. p. 3.

-1 2
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, worthwhile, of fhe values to which these
things are raative;cdf he losgs desire to
apply what he has learned and above all.,
loses Ahe ability to extract meaning from

, fUtureexpexiences as they occur;?" S.

Hic problems to which Hahn felt education should

be more respodsixe were tge iiroblems of a modern. society. .

Hahn identifies threebasLc faults which he sought to

attack'in his schools and his OUTWARD BOUND programs.

Robert' SkidelSky, in his book, English Progressive

Schools, summarizes Hahn's View:

Firit, he (Hahn) cites "soft living" in its
broadest sense -- the absence of challenges,
the Permissive environment, the widospread..
.availability of drugs, stimulants, 'anquil-
izers ond other forms of escapism ail of
which undermine,physical fitness, initiative
and self-discipline. -Second; he points.to
the confused restlessnessof modern life.which,,
coupled with modern techniques of mass pro-
duction has undermined skill, care of Crafts,-
manshi0,.pride in wgrk,Aand various kinds of
Creative imagination." Thirdly, there is the
impersonality of the modern state, becoming ,
more "rationalized" and "bureaucratized" at
every point, leading to the breakdown of. any
,sense of coMmunity, of personal inVOlvement
(compassion). These diseases in combination
erode the individual's sense of personal

-;

5
nJohn Dewey, Experience and Education, Collier

Bcpks, -.1.ondonirEng1and, 1963.
p. 49:

13
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responsibility; typically they produce
apathy, withdrawal, cynicism, p feeling of
helplessness; and social and moral callous-
ness, which destroy citizenship and place the
management of affairs increasingly in the
hands of the bureaucrat and.efficiency ex-z
pert.lacking in humanity and imagination.°

Given his concern for the spiritual development

of youth and a view that action and experience were

the vehicles through which,4(nowledge was acquired,-

Hahn started several schools -- Salem in Germany in

1919,. Gordonstoun in Scotland in 1934, and Aberdovey

in Wales in 1941. The schools share in cOmmon Hahn!s

view,of'education through experiences, learning by -

doing. Along with academit trainin, major emphasis

iS placed on developing wilderness skills, physical

fitness, craftsmanship and service to the community. .

These elcments are present in.the.OUTWARD BOUND

schools around_the world. A look at OUTWARD BOHM).

in America reveals Hahn's,ideals in practice.

.jn-.1962, the first OUTWARD BOUND:school in the

was'established in Colorado. Seveh schools

& Robert Skidelsky, English Progressive, Schobls,
Penguin Books, Ltd., Harmoudsworth, Middlesex,

.
England, 1969. pp. 232-233...

. 14
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now exist in the United States, using a variety of

.wilderness settings -- the sea, the mountains, the

forest. The typical OUTWARD BOUND program consists

rof a patrol of ten to twelve participant led by an

instructor and an assistant, living and working to-

, gether in.a wilderness environment lor approximately

26 days. Training in wilderness skills is given, then

:immediately.put to use.aS the patrols go out on a

series of expeditions. Initiatiye tests,
*

rock

climbing and rappel, drownProOfing, and-orienteering

hikes are sOme of the stre'ss activities deSigned to
i.-

..encourage the participants.to confront his eMotional

:and physical fears. Through such confrontations;

Initiative tests are essentially experiences in
'group Troblem-solving. The group may be presented
-:with a wall 13 feet high or.a log off the. ground
.with the instructions to get everyone over it. The
-may in which the group deals with the probleM pro-
'..:vides excellent material for discussion. The initi-
:at:tvatests are.so conStructed that the groupmust
.:Anteract and work togpiher if they are.to solve the
problems. °Some interesting areas of CommuniCation are

'.opened as teachers and students (for instance)k begin
..to work together in order to solve the problem.

Douglas Heath in an article in "What's Happening",
.states that "Students.need more social learning ex-
:periences in whiCh they 'learn how to work cooperatively'
:..and not just competitively with eaéh other."

1 5
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the participant is encouraged to arrive at sOme

understanding of himself and.expand his ideas of

that which he is.capable. A three-day-three-night

solo in the wilderness is,an opportunity for '

participants to reflect on their experiences and.

examine their Values.. Hahn suggests that periods

of aloneness enable a student to glean thern harVest

from his manifold experiences.7, A diary or journal

is a1sc kept by the participant during the course,

thus encouraging the process4oT self-examination

and reflection. Throughout.,the course, emphasis is

placed on expanding one's view of what one is

capable, moral concern for ethers, and self-knowledge.

Again the wards of Kurt Hahn are useful' in

suMmarizing the philosophy and goal of an OUTWARD

BOUND exPerienCe:

An OUTWARD BOUND course can have e tran-
forming effect in d.good numbef of, cases.,
There will always arise occasions during
the twenty-six days when a.boy oY.girl

7
Robert Skidelsky, English.Progressive Schools,
Penguin BbokS, jetd., Harmoundsworth, Middlesex,
England, 1969. p. 194
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overcomds hi.s or her fear and feels deeply
for a neighbor who needs help. That com-
bination of fear and pity cleanses thR
soul -- so 'the philosophers tell us. '6

Let us turn now to a typiéal.OUTWARD BOUND

course itself and examine in detail the significance

of some of the factors already mentioned.

.11ilderness Setting

The remote Wilderness enVironment has been

central to the operation of an OUTWARD BOUND program.

In the wilderness, the participants are forced to

depend 6n each other for physiOal survival; the

patrol forms a community all its own with each

individual responsible for the well-being (physical,

emotional and psychological) of others. The setting

_iS frequently alien to the participant and provides
. .

a shock which encourages him to look at himself from

a new perspective.

Stress

The role of the activities %Mich produce stress

is .also fundamental to the OUTWARD BOUND philosophy.

. -

Kurt Hahn, -"Speech at Conference at Harrogate",
May 9, 1965. Published by.OUTWARD BOUND Trust,
London, England. p. 5.

H17
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Stressful activities in the form of initiative tests,

rock climbs, rappel, and other physical challenges

are efforts to show the participant that his potential

is greater than he sUspects. Meeting these stress

situations, the participant.develops a feeling that

he can do more than he previously realized. 'This

feeling is translated into, an improved self-image and

an increase in self-confidence. In fact, many of the

stress activities represent little physical.risk, but

all have comlionents of drama and high psychological

risk. The role of stress*, besities being vital to"

improving Self-ithage and self-confidence, is also a

significant facter in bringing'a group-of individuals

together and-welding theM into a responsible and

concerned community. PresenteA with a group problem

(initiative test such as the wall and beam), the group

must function together if they are to successfully

.solve the problem. These tests art."- ra*very Arly
3

in the course, often at the base camp in order to

develop the cohesion and unity which will be needed

when the patrol moves fOrther into the wifderness on

1 8

a
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expeditions.: Various rOles emerge as the patrol

'tries to solve the problem: the leader, the

,thinker, the helper,) the critic, etc. This process

fruitful in.generating discussions on.the nature

of group dynamics and leadership. .The

:tests are specially designed so that.all must con-

:tribute if the group is to be successful in solving

the test. Planning and cooperation are Values in-

:volved in the experience 4s well as 'physical strength:
. 4

Rock climbing and the rappel are especially

-potent vehicles for encouraging trust hetWeen in-.

rdividuals and overcoming emotional fears. d tb

.the same rope, members of .the patrol Proceed up a.

-:tachnical climb, aach belaying the next in line.

The feelings of trustiand concern for the well-being

':.of 61e individual are powerful ones and.useful

'..establishing a base of inter-dependency and mutual

concern.: Comments frequently heard at tile conclusion

of a climb are Similar to these made by the'following.

Iparticipants.: Knowin-g you are responsible for someone

dangling on the end .of a rope is an awesome feeling.

4.
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.1t brings Qut deep feelings and thoughts toward a p

fellow humen'being fosters a feeling of closeness."

And."I felt not only my own physical triumph and my
I C

moral triumph over, fear, but also very strongly the

inter-dependeneY of all men."

The rappel, too, is an awesome and dramatic ,

event. Backing over .the face of a cliff enchored

by a rope'.held by another inspires 'one to self-

confidence and trust. One teacher,summarized the

feelings of many about the growth' of self-confidence:

"I was terribly afraid .to rappel down a,
cliff whose end I could not see from where
was.waiting to go down. I was very appre-

hensive about having the physically.weakest
person in .m/ patrol belay me on a rock, climb.
I went through with, both situations And when
was finished with them, I had the greatest

boOst that my self7confidence ever had."

ExpeditiOns,'4oth with and without the instructor,

compgse a major part of a4. OUTWARD BOUND course. It

is here thai the skills learned earlier will be.put

to teitl here, too, the feelings Of respOnsibility

and concern for others are needed to czme through
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the expedition. The remoteness'of the wilderness

setting encourages the group tb solidify, and

intensifies the feeling for each other. Both

physical and emotional needs of the individuals

become the concern ok the entire community. A

.premium is placed on Working together and sharing

responsibilities. In this setting the defensive

social barriers constructed in civilized society

quickly.break down and the true nature-strengths and

.weaknesses of the individual appears. In 'this

.atmosphere, the individual comes to some. new under::

standings,of himself and others.

Solo

The solo (a three-day-night survival alone in

the woods with minimuM.:equipment) is a .dramatic

Individual Confrontation with one's physical and

emotional fears. Forced to..look within for strength,

the individual,frequently establishes:a dialogue

with himself leading to an examination of his,goals

and valuei- Self-awareness, self-knowledge and

s'elf-actualization are basic,goals Of the solo.

Flf
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Again the individual-in meeting and conquering

stress is encouraged to come to a new and deeper

awareness of himself and his inner resources.

The solo is purposefully placed at or near the

end of the OUTWARD BOUND experience when the parti-

cipant has much material for reflection and analysis.

John Dewey suggests the need for such quiet periods.

"There.should be brief intervals of time
for quiet.reflection'provided for eVen the
young. But there are periods of genuine
refledtion only when they follow after
times oE more overt action and are used
to organize what has been gained in periods
of activity in which, the hands and other
parts of the body.beside the brain are
used." 9

Later he says that for growth to occur it is impOriant

that time be set aside for.reflection. '"To reflect :

is to look baCk over what has been done so as to

extract the net meanings which are the capital stock

for intelligent dealing with further experiences.

It is'the heart of intellecival organization and of

the disciplined mind." 10

9 John Dewey, Experience and Education, Collier Books
Collier Macmillan, London, England, 1963. 63.

10 Ibid. P. Eq.'.
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It is in this light that the significance of the

solo can be seen.

1141.ile the programmatic elements just described are

generally common to an OUTWARD BOUND course the OUTWARI

BOUND course is not simply a set of practices; .The

setting for the QUTWARD BOUND course varies from school

to school,: the teaching styles of the instructors- vary

from-non-directive to directive, the pace oI,a.patrol

varies; and the degree of difficulty of actiVities is

set to the capacity of the individuals involved.
,

-However, the fundamental purpose and nature -of the

'course remains the'snme:, to encourage greater self-

knowledge- and confidence, and.to generate a feeling

-of sensitivity and reSponsibility for others. '

. OUTWARD BOUND Schools in this country started as

summer progrnms for youths aged 16 to 23: It soon

-:became clear that even_as neW OUTWARD BOUND schools

opened,theprogramcouldnever reach more than a Iew

thoUSand students Ter year. With Joseph Nold of the

Colorado OUTWARD BOUND School leading the way, OUTWARD

BOUND began to seek relationships wift public schools
A

.during the school year. It the OUTWARD poumi program

,

0)3 -4=
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could be adapted to suit thP needs Of a public school

program, it would increase its impact on.stUdents by .

reaching more cf theM than it cOu1d existing solely as

'a four week summer experience. At the same time,

associations were also developed with industry, youth

'organizations, campL,, and the government agencies.

OUTWARD BOUND ran programs for managemenf personnel,

Peace Corps,trainees and a variety of social...work

organizations. Police and black community leaders

have attended the OUTWAkD BOUND course in an attempt

to foster racial unaerstanding. High schOof drop-outs

'have been.enlisted in OUTWARD'BOUND in anLattempt tu

encourage more positive attitudes t&Ard self. Some-

colleges hive-also:opened-up OUTWARD BOUND programs),
. .

notably Dartmouth College.in Iie Hampshire and Prescott

College in Arizona. Thus, it cah be seen that the

'OUTWARD BOUND program is a process which is highly

adaptable and speaks to a variety'of -concerns.

"One way to .reqch more students was for OUTWARD

BOUND.to initiate courses for educators, which,they
.

..implemented in the summer of 1968. It was argued,that

if OUTWARD.BOUND could affect the nature and behavior
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Of teaOhers toWard'more responsive and sensitive ways

.Of dealing with children, the OUTWARD BOUND program

could .reach more youths and possibly even have some

impact on the nature of education. Thirty men-and

six women attended the first Teachers Practica (course)

run at the Colorado OUTWARD BOUND SChool. 'The receptivity

and enihusiasm -.of the teachers for this course was

apparent. Because of the interest in and success of

the Teachers Practica, it was.expanded to 106 teachers

in the summer of'1969 with courses in Colorado and.the

Dartmouth OUTWARD BOUND Schools.. Dr. Glenn Hawkes,

assistant professor of the School of EducaVon:at'the .

University of MaSsachusetts,.7ed an.evaliiation of ihe

1969 TeachdrsPrattica. The benefits appeared both..on
.b

a persOnal and a professional level. On a phrsOnal

level the teachers lathed an increased sense of their

Potintiaiities, greater confidence,'.and learnedto,

-7-relate- mofe'sensitively and humafiely with=wthers..

the extent that a teacher was altered in these directions,

he
1 .

became a more effective teacher. On a professional-

leval'tke teaWeIr5 often tranifered the concept of an

25

4.4
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eneriential curriculum to their :classrooms. They

also tried to incorporate the drama and, immediate

relevancy ofthe OUTWARD BOUND experiences to the

methods they used in their-classrooms. Science

coptes using the outdoors were an easy adaptation

of OUTWARD BOUND toncepts. The experiential classroom

activities led to closer relationships between students

and teacheri as they began to see each'other in a

new ligbt. In 1970, the Hurricane Island OUTWARD

*DUND School in Maine (the only sea,school in the

United States) was added to the list of Schools offering

courses for'educators. That summer 2.00 teachers went::

,

IhroUgh.courset: In 1971, Minnesota and North CarOlina

will also offir courses for teathers, ,Thus, it is

apparent that OUTWARD BOUND is becoming increasingly .

, involved in the process of- teacher education. Several

collegfs (Colorado State College, Dartmouth,- the
.

University of Massachusetts, znd Mankato Staie C011ege'
/

-in Minnesota) have 'all granted graduate credit to

teachers and administrators participating in the OUTWARD-

.

. BOUND course. InYSeptember', 1971,' Mankato State College'

will initiate a :graduate program of teacher education
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whiGh utilizes tbe concepts of OUTWARD BOUND ai a

means of.training teachers.

With this background on the philosophy of OUTWARD

BOUND and its development in the United States, let
_ .

us look at the nature of the.impact which OUTWARD
..

BOUND prograMs have had on high schools.

A,
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CHAPTER

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

this report'is based'on information gathered

throughout the school year, 1970-71. To obtain inform-,

AtiOn for this Study and analysis, i variety of techniques

was..employed. In each case, I visited ple school and

observed the various prograMs. I observed cl4sses as

well as OUTWARD BOUND pregrams,in an attempt to gain

somelfeeling for the school. Discussions were held with

administrators, teachers, students, parents,.and OUTWARD

.00UND School directors and staff. Care was taken in

these diStUssions to ask the same questions of everyone.

The'interviewer tried asmuch as possible to keep his

personal reactions from entering'into the discusSion.

It was always made clear throughout th.! interviewthat

I was not there.to evalUate or judge a particular

teacher's, personal.effectiveness. Reports evaluating

the program and proposals for new prograMs were read to

gather information,on the nature and effects of the,

program. Questionnaires 'were sent to all participating

28
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,s5hoo1 s in an attempt to gather further-perceptions

:on the impact and effectiveness of the programs. A
-

continuing dialogue with school adminis,trators,

Alrincipals, teachers, and OUTWARD BOUNb staff was

held throughout the fall, winte?, and spring.by

le.tter and personal visits.

Much of- the material for this report is 'Subjective;

-it represents the views and opinions.of a variety of

school personnel. As I have liStened to students.and

..':teachers, observed programs and reviewed materials
.

collected, I haye been extremely.cautious in attributing

effects to QUTWARD BOUND programs and,process. Schools

'Aaxacomplex institutions., involving both programS and_

''.personalities.. At is,not easy to say why and just how

they change. I feel, confident in the conclusions which

have.Arawn.

.The purpose af this study.is an analysis of the

:growth and impaCt of OUTWARD BOUND-type programs in
. - ..

..various high schools across the country. OUTWARD BOUND

Alas betome increasingly involVed in educational institutions

and this study is an oPportunity to assess this development'.

Questions were raised about the history and back-

ground of the program. Who started it? What was the

2 9
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..rationale behind the program? Are there areas within

a schdol where an OUTWARD BOUND program is better placed

thanothers? 'Questions were raised to discover what .

factors encouraged or discouraged growth.and effectivenesS

of programs. Problems of funding and support were eZ-

amiried. Finally, ail analysis was made of the overall

'significa.nce of the program within the school. How did

the program affect students, teachers, administrators,

curricula, .ct.c.?

The study includes 12 high schools selected primarily

because the); represent a crosS-'section of 'schools involved

taz.some .it:gree with OUTWARD:BOUND. The schools Chosen

reflect a. length of involvement with OUTWARD BOUND

varying from one to five years. The schdols reflect

firbah,. suburban, rural constituents; they include

boarding and day, public.and private...

The following is a list of schools:

Public Urban Public Suburban,

East High School
Denver, Colorado

Toledo Board of Education..'
Toledo, Ohio

.Treriton High School
Trefiton, New Jersey

Churchill High School -
Eugene, Oregon

Concord-Carlisle
Concord, Massachusetts

Lincoln-Sudbury
Sudbury, Massachusetls.

Minnetonka.High School
Excelsior, Minnesota
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Private Boarding Private Day
;

St. Alban's Germantown Frcends School'
Washington, D. C. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Sterling School
Craftsbury Common, Vermont

Webb-Bell Buckle
Bell Buckle, Tennessee

Special

Adams City High
combines students from urban,
suburban, and rural popul.ation.

3 1
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CHAPTER III

REASONS FOR INFTIATION OF OUTWARD BOUND PROGRAM

The,specific reasons for initiating an:OUTWARD

BOUND. infliJenced program in schools v:ary from school

to school. Each school, public and private, urban and

suburban, has its own-set of problems hnd needs. One

school may be concerned with the lack of initiative on

the part of its students, another worried about racial

misunderstandings, and another feels a need for a pro-
..?

gram emphasizing environmental'$tudy. 1 Mowever, because

the OUTWARD BOUND program and its.goals are adaptable

'to a number of'situations a school may have more than

one reason for starting a program. In addition, be-
.

ncath the specific reasons for the intervention of the

OUTWARD BOUND prOgrams, there is an underlying sense

1 It.should be noted here (and emphasized-throughout)
that although OUTWARD BOUND began as a specific set of
procedures, it is indeed a process which can be applied .

to solve a vafiety Of illi. It should also be said that
.OUTWARD BOUND programs. in schools.have. been.initiated.

'from a number of source's. In some.cdsès the superili-
_tendent of schools started a program in one of hii high

schools., in others.the princip9'1sofa school established .

a program, in others a teacher,'-having'been to an OUTWARD
.BOUND course,.returned to his school and started a.pro

gram.

32
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:bf-malaise felt by.the administration and facultY
,

'about the quality,of education which they offer. It

is essentially a concern for the,quality of relation-

Ships between students ind staff and a feeling that

tlie traditional curriculum hes failedzto reach a

Significant number of students that has Ied the schools

:%to adopt OUTWARD BOUND programs: The following are the

:inain reasons why schools have established OUTWARD

HIOUND-related projects..

Student to Student Relationships

'77t GermanioWn-Friends School, the seVenth.grade

:year marks the point where the 61ass takes on additional

Students. 'The division between.new students and old is

'..:diaTatized by the fact that several of the new Students

'are from the surrounding community which is largely black.

the new Stu.dents sometimes have had difficulty in

breaking into i class which 'is mostlyAite and already ,

AtaS eXisting friendships and reletionships. Also., the

'Ischool itself usually represents a dramatic difference

:from theprevious ones ittended by'the new students in

'terms of teaching styles, atmosphere and academic ex-
..

4ectations. The seventh grade Staff felt a'need for an

3 3
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innovative kind of. orientation session fof the in-

coming seventh graae students.
They wanted ,to find a .

.

meaningful way both'to introduce the new students to

the old ones and to provide the class with a set. of

common experiences out of which the new students could

come to some understanding of the school. Some faculty

members ol the school,had heard of OUTWARD BOUND and a

few had been either, to an OUTWARD BOUND course or i

workshop on OUTWARD BOUND. The faculty felt that an

OUTWARD BOMND project, because of its 'emphasis on group-

process and cooperation,
might offer the kind of .ex-

perience needed to bring together the new and old members .

of the class. From this point a program vas designed

whereby all seventh gradefs,went on a two and a ,half

day OUTWARD BOUND exPerience in the New Jersey pine

barrens' jUst prior to the opening of school.' Thus, out

of a concern for opening the school year with a sense

of class unity and providing a base for introducing new

staaents to their school, theistaff of Germantown

Friends initiated an OUTWARD BOUND Progiam.

Racial Tension

-..AtEast Aigh Schoel, a largle urban ptOlic schoOl,

racial tensions were heightening, especially in the
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; last five years-as a result of an increasing number of

black students entering what-previously had been an

all-white school. The principal and staff despaired-

. that racial violence would become a common experience_

n East High. A report which was made by the East High

School staff stated that the purpose of the OUTWARD
-

.BOUND project was""to create a greater sense.of in-

"volvement on the part of the"students with their

.school community -- teachers, other students., the

.spirit of East High -- to b.uild.a. willingness.to commit

'themselves to their responsibilities, to maximize the

opportunities for understanding in a. racially integrated

:.:community.

:Joe:Nold, Director of the"Colorado OUTWARD BOUND.

-School',"shares this view as to the purpose of East.High%

Hinvolvement with OUTWARD BOUND. Oe Said "We caMe in

;When East High was really low. ..Bob .Colweil was seriously

searching for solutions to racial, separation and violence."

;Report.to the Phipps Foundation, 1969.

.3
.; Conversation with Joe Nold.
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RobOrt Colwell, the principal of East High, lat-er

wrote me that the OUTWARD BOUND program at East High

"gave .us hope during ouluidark and tense days when
,

.

'racial rage could easily have,breken into rioting."' 4

An OUTWARD BOUND program of weekend camping trips,

mountain expeditions, and river-rafting trips.was

started in the.hope that it would produce some measure

of understanding between black and white student

coppunities. Thus, the OUTWARD BOUND program was

used once again with the intention of developing more

sensitive relationships between students of disparate

backgrounds.

Student-Staff Relationships

Winston Churchill High School. in Eugene, Oregon

has been a leader in innovation of education.. They

have initiated a series of technological innovations

such as Modular scheduling, and a new mat,h and science

curricula. However, the staff was concerned about the-

emotional and psychological growth of the students and

was uncertain if these technical innovations spoke to

4 Letter from Robert Colwell, FebrUary 19, 1971.
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these ends.effectively. Too, there vas a concern tilat

as the school.experimented with giving more free time,

more'independence and more freedom of choice tO students,

there 'needed to be an increased level of trust-between

students and students, and students and teuchers. When

.schools are governed bY rules and regulations, it is

sometimes easy for suspicion tO develop between students,

'Aeachers and administration. It frequently takes time

and effort and other kinds of innovation to change that

'suspicion into trust and respect. Consequently, the

OUTWARD BOUND program was seen as a chance to further

the individual student's growth in.ways which the new

.curriculum and technological innovations weren't doing,

and as an opportunity to provide more depth and meaning

to relationsh4s within the school. A quote from the

proposal for the OUTWARD kOUND project, which would

involve 50 juniors and.six faculty, suggests the depth

of concern of the program developers for the education.

of the Churchill students and their high.euectations

of an OUTWARD BOUND program:.

'Tfechnological innovations such as television,
teaching machines, audio-visual and language
labs have provided totally new learning
opportunities. Never before has so much been
conveyed se ve12..to so many students.
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But .the'question .needs to be asked: "Is

education developing better people?" Educa-

tional reform, by and large, has focused on

conveying facts, imparting information, pro-

cess, technology, methodology. Much less
thought has been given to growth, development,
maturity; to helping young people becoine, more

capable; happy, responsible, functioning .

adultg;. with nonfunctioning students, in

particular? the main problems of education are
5

not academic, but rather social and pSychological.

The'Northwest OUTWARD BOUND School in Oregon had

already been in contact with the Churchill School since

OUTWARD BOUND had funded schelarships for several

teachers and students to attend OUTWARD BOUND courses.

Consequently, the OUTWARD BOUND idea was not foreign

to the scliOoll they saw that the OUTWARD BOUND process

might very ell speak to .their concerns. Thus, a pro-

gram was initiated.

The proposal included goals for the'teachers ai

,well as for students.

"It is critical that those who teach be as
whole and capable'and confident as possible.

In the face of a-burgeoning technology, a
rapidly-changing Sociology matrix, and a

shrinking world, the beleaguered educator

must attempt to educate. This means he

must help prepare his charges for the world,

he must help them discover,themselves and
their.places,in society." °

Churchill Challenge Proposal, 1969.,

6 Ibid.
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SchoOl Class Unity

At Webb School, a small boys boarding school in

rural Tennessee, a variety of concerns led to the,

implementation of' a program which placed most of the

senior class, the, headmaster °mu athletic diyector in

a program run by North Carolina OUTWARD BOUND School.

One concern was that students who were not doing well

academically could gain a new feeling of accomplishment.

A third concern, and maybe most important, the new

headmaster sees the OUTWARD BOUND course as a chance

to,give the students a sensO of balance. He said,

"The program at Webb School is highly individualistic,

a mall teacher/pupil ratio, small classes. But they

aije a unit and we need something to balance the in-

d vidualization. OUTWARD BOUND provides an opportunity
-

o bring,. the itudents together as a unit and gives them

commonality for experience:" The,athletic director
. ,

.hared this concern for unity and stressed his hope that

the OUTWARD BOUND experience would develop in the students

a sense of responsibility for each other.

Student Initiative and Self-image

Some schools areespecially interested in developing

OUTWARD BOUND related programs as a means:,of reaching the

39'
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"turned off" student,.the potential or near drop-out.
4

They look.to OUTWARD BOUND to give the student a 'PosAtive

!a, elf-image by showing him that he can be.successful, can,

I. persevere, and is needed by and useful to others.

At the School Within ASChoel(SWAS) and the Mini-

5chcol, both parts of the program at Minnetonka High

. School in Minnesota, OUTWARD BOUND expeditions have

been instituted in order to'improve the self-concept

. of the students. The students chosen to participate

in these programs were specifically ones

"who werc.nOt comfortable and productive in
aijormal classroom situation . . . Many studemts
in:these programs have intense personal pro-
blems, lack direction and motivation, and
because of low level of self-winsfidence are.
quite unaware of their potentiaY. Out exPer-
lences have-shown, an obvious need for increased
attenvion.to building a healthy self-coacept as
a pre'requisite for all other learnings." 7

t. 0.

In bcith-SVAS or the Mini.-Sch-eol, OUTWARD BOUND-ty.pte

expeditions are used as a means to reach.these "turned

off" students.

At Trenton High School, Trenton, New Jersey;' The

'ACtion 'Bound program (the name for their OUTWARD BOUM

tprogram) was.specfically iifstituted to deal wtih
s ea 4.

.",disruptive" students. "The traditional school curricUliim.

7' Kinnetonka High ,School anCOUTWARD BOUM!) program
description, 1970:



'just wasn't reaching

try 'something,"

.Phil Costello..

said

these students and we had to

the Action Bound program directdr,

:Conservation Leadership

The Sterling School, a 'small private boYs. boarding

sdhool in Northern Vermont, has developed an extensive.

OUTWARD BOUND.program with exPeditionS, classroom studY

and physical stress as a part of an.overall.program in .

developing outddor.leadership. Their general concern

.with training future conservation leaders who lave had

extensive experience in and cOntact with a wilderness..

.environment led them to initiate a series of OUTWARD

:-BOUND related activities. To quote from their iteia-
4

ture: "the School; recognizing the dramatic success

OUTWARD BOUND hai had in identifying leadership qualities .6

in men .and women ... created an academic environment

wh'ich.reflecieethe movement's-roots."8 The Sterling

School staff has adapted and refined the program so that

it is now,available not only fo Sterling School students

but to students from other schools.

'Thus, the leadership of.the school because of their

admiration for OUTWARD80UND philosophy and practice,

Sterling School literature

4 1
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and because of their desire to train leaders in can-

servation, develciped a program which incorporated the

fdealS and techniques of'OUTWARD BOUND into the daily

curriculum and physical sUrroundings .of ,the zehool.

Summary

'in Summary, the redder should be.aware of motivations

that haVe led schools to initiate OUTWARD BOUND-related

programs. . While some administrators see the program as

a chance to reach"the potential siroP-out and academically
. ,

unsuccessfurchild, others see-it as'an opptrtunity tO

foster an a'tmosphere.of acceptance and underitanding

within the school. Some teachers,.initiate an OUTWARD

BOUND-type provam out cif a desire to strengthen tht

student's sense of respbnSibilkty, while other teachers

vieW-the OUTWARD BOUND Model as. a.means of bringi.ng.the

curriculum alivi. The program then is a process.to.be

adapted to the interests and desires of the administratitn',

faculty and students.

The slgn?.ficance of th s pun imp-lirthat
. N..

. .

'.because OUTWARa.BOUND is a Process it can be adapted ,.

',1- ....-----

by each schootto meet a,variety of purposes. .Let me'

4 2
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,emphasize.again that in many cases a school would

have more than lone.reason for .initiating a program. .

However, it should:be noted that if the program

is, going tO become an .integral part of the school,

it should have a broad'ievel of appearand support.

If the administrator is thinking about school change

or reform then the OUTWARD BOUND program should be .>

Used'for more than one'segment of his school population.

This point will be-discussed in detail.later.

3



Funding

CHAPTER IV .

FUNDING AND SUPPORT.

4

In a time when school adminiitrators are constantly

being told to cut their budgets, and communities grow

less and less willing to pais school tax ievies, any

'school Seeking to establish an OUTWARD BOU,ND program

must.deal with the question.of funds. Inherent in the

idea that the OUTWARD BOUND program can become a process

which infectS the entire school is 'the, notion that it'

.Will need substantial funds:, Funds are needed' for

equipMent, insurance, transportation, tuition scholar-.

ships,.special curriculum materials, staff training,

and substitute, teacher salaries. If the program is to

be funded by the schooll district, it is probable that

the program will have to be of such.significance as to

replace-an already existing program. It seems unlikely

that at the present time many school districts are

Willing to add on another budgetary .expense; Given;

this financial situation, it is of utmost importance

ttat the OUTWARD BOUND program demonstrate'clear-and

sUbstantial success and that it gather as much support

as possible from a wide variety of sources.

44
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The athount of funding needed will naturally vary

.from school to school and from program to program,.

depending on thenature of the particular program.

If a school vh:shes to build its own initiative test

,course.and l4ad canoe and kayak expeditions, it'is

going.to have a najor expense fox equipment.. .If a

school wisheS to send 50 students and ten teachers
I ,

.per.year to an Q.UTWARD BOUND school, then it must con-.

sider how to raise the money for tuitions. If a schoo:

.simply wants to send certain kinds of problem students

.to an OUTWARD.BOUND school and leave the experience

42Athat, -then they:have a proglam which may.not cost

much, but also May have only marginal impact on the

nature of the school. The question for administrators

.is how do I get maximum payoff from an investment in

OUTWARD BOUND? This is a question of priorities and'

a difficult one to salve. The athletic. diiector must

decide Whether he should invest his budget into re-

placing the standard athletic equipment a school uses -

in equipMCnt'l*

:an initiative test cburse ropeS, walli, ete.

Teachers who wish,to take students on expeciltions



mustlace the cost of equipment, food and transportation.' 1

;The extent to Which theOUTWARD Lump program in a

School forces those faculty and adminiStrators involved

to face questions of educational priority is a healthy

proceSs.

Ile funding for OUTWARD-A3OUND programs in s.chools

has come from a number of different sources. OUTWARD

BOUND, Inc., the national organization which coordinates

the efforts of the six OUTWARD BOUND schools, has

solicited and received grants to train teachers from

private and federal foundations. They have used this

money tc!.. design programs which are aimed specifically

at the goal of teacher education, and have Taised money

to give teachers tuition scholarships to these programs.

(Tuition scholarships are generally about $500.00). At

the same time they have established 'Contact with colleges

.and universities so that participating teachers can

receive graduate credit for participating in an OUTWARD

BOUND course-

Individual OUTWARD BOUND schools have also loaned

or rented equipment to schools wishing to implement

their own programs. OUTWARp BOUND staff have been
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made availablvta theSe schools to train teachers

:in,wilderness skills, consult about programs, and'aS'sist

in writing proposalS

he federal government has supported the efforts

of the schOolS to construct OUTWARD BOUND'programs--

those which train teachers and those which construct

:programs fOr'students. The OUTWARD BOUND program.at

HAdams City High Schobl, known as"Dare to Care" was

Iinanced by the federal government over a period from

.1966-1970. A fed-ral grant was responsible for initiating

_the program at *ft :on High School. It. should be noted

that grants snch as these are essentially to plan and

'initiate programs with the expectation that ihe schools

themselves will build up the capacity to sustain them

:out of theirown funds..

Private foundation's have also proven:to be sources

'for initiating OUTWARD BOUND,programs in sbhools. For
0,

,example,'the Pbipps.Foundation granted theColorado:

AMTWARD'BOUND School $75,600 to develop '61e.."moral

equivalent of the mountain in the city." It was Ahis
,

...gAnt which was used by ,Colorado OUTWARD BOUND to.'

'initiate and iMplement,programs in East High School.

47
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In this.case, the particular grant had unusually

high payoffs as it directly led.to the f6rmation 9f

the East High Seminar,'a program which has had vast

impact on the whole school. A de'scriptiOn of this '

program is.contained in the following chapter.

Some.superintendents'have allocated:resources .

for equipment and tuition scholarships for students

and teachers in their systems. As noted earlier,

funds from school districts.ate tight and a pfogram

must prove itself before it is likely to receive much
. I

support from this source. NeVertheless,.Concord-Carlisle
.

'High School has 'granted an eleventh molith alary

i.e., one tenth of the year's pay for teachers

taking part in. the OUTWARD BOUND Practica. The superin-

tendent of the Toledo Public SchOols has.been a reader

in that syStem in obtaining funds for student and

teacher scholarships to OUTWARD BOUND. .He has received .

funds under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary

.Education Act and has also been resourceful in attracting...,

money.fromlocal munidipal groups.

Headmasters and principals of schools have'some

degree of latitude to allocate funds from theif in

dividual school budgets for OUTWARDBOUND programs.,

4 8



Frequently their allocations take the form of tuiti,on

Scholarships for students and.teachers to go to OUTWARD

.110UND School.courses, or funds for the purchase of

'.:equipment. At Webb School, for-instance, seniors who

,were unable to finance their tuition to the school.

yprogram.at the North:Carolina OUTWARD BOUND School were

,!
:granted,tuition from.the WebbSchool scholarship fund.'

.It should'be noted however, that long-range, it is

*realistic for a private school to allocate much of

its SchOlarship money for this one eXperience. At

1.incoln-Sudbury High School, the supdrintenderit-principal

ilas..allocated retources to the physical education depart-

inent sb that they now have built several Of the traditi9nal

:.OUTWARD'BOUND'school initiative tests on their own school

:grounds. Principals of the twelve schools in this study

ilave.alSo been generally helpful in granting release

.time for teachers Io plan and implement programs'. The
, .

.role of the principal in Clearing away the traditi.onal

:restrictions (schedule, passes) from' interfering with'

Ihe implementation is a most.important one and will

..be discussed later. It is enough to say for.the moment

that if the pre-g-rami-sge4ngt-es-u-eceed-fi-tneeds the
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chief.line officer's support in order that petty...

restrictions 'do not keep the program from getting

underway.

A further possibifity is that schobls in Ore same

general locale might join together and finance a faculty

position for someone to initiate and develop.OUTWARD

BOUND-type programs. While the financial burden would

not fall on any si4e school, each would reCeive some

impetus and. guidance in"developing OUTWARD BOUND kograms.

The Hamiltod-Wenham School system (Ouiiide Bostorr) has'

received federal funds under Title III of the Elementarjr

and Secondary Education Act to develop exporience

oriented curricula for a number of schools in that area.'

Given the present rwitional financial picture, thiS

'cooperative method seems a most reasonable way of

funding the development of OUTWARD'BOUND activities in

schools.

The students, parents and local businessmen must

nbt be overlooked in the search for financing. While

the students are obviously not'a likely source of great

funds, they have in some cases shown considerable

initiative and ingenuity. One particular funding

device should be mentioned here as it had considerable
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:effect outside of the fact that it.did raise some

mOney.' At East High School the,method of raising funds

for one specific group'expedition had implications for

the whole school and community. A description of the

'device emd its significance from the'rePort by the

East High teachers involved followi:

Fund-raiSing provided the greatest opportunity
for interaction, responiibility, and imagination.
The necessary funds for food, expenses and bus
rental were raiEt'd entirelrby the students.
Of the estimated $1200 needed, approximately-
$1000 was raised through a marathon which was.
programmed as follows': Each student who wished

. to contribute toward the trip agreed to run in
a marathon of approximately ten miles on a
Saturday morning in City Park, adjacent to the
school: Over 60 participants got other students,
parents, or businessmen to sponsor them at ten
cents or more per mile. More than.the prizes
and trophies at-the end of the'race,:it was a
great experience for the youngsters in coordin-
ating the effort, soliciting sponSors, running
the race in assorted uniforms and colleCting
the funds forthe miles Covered. Much gcod
ill and interest irithe total project was
nerated in the Community as a result of this
e, especially aided by good newspaper
rage:

.

:finally, m ney was also raised for this East High.

-.expedition ly the school's Latin American Club who put'

Yon a. Spanish dinner replete with entertainment and

COstuMes for the school community. The point should be
.\

\

Report to Phippsjoundatiom, 1969,-p. 12.'
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re-emphasized that funding.devices such as the dinner.

and marathon bring.students and parents together in a--

joint (..c.oPerative project which has.significance in

terms Of sharing responsibility, growth of maturity,

ana'communication. it would be my suggestion that no

matter how hi.ghly financed.a program might be. that

some'joint student/community. effort to raise money or

equipment be included in the design of the. project.

Thus, it can be,seen that in fact money.can be

raised for initiating OUTWARD BOUND-related programs

in high schOols. Nevertheless, for programs to

receive support beyond the initial implementation stage,

schools will have to find a source of money from.within:

it is unlikely that the organization OUTWARD BOUND can

continually provide large numbers of scholarships_for

students and teachers or at least not enough to meet

the increasing demands of'schools.. Too, private and

public foundations usually assume that after an initial

planning.and developtent grant, the school will be

able to fund the program. Consequently; foundations

and OUTWARD BOUND,;- Inc., represent a finite .source.

The question.becomes then what are the options.and

,
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.ralternatives since funding does .repres,ent a continual

problem. It Occurs-to me that schools haVing already

:.established or wishing-to. establish OUTWARD BOUND prb-

:grams must ask themselves continually how they interpret
.-

the program.

For instance, one option is for a district to

'Ilecide.that the OUTWARD BOUNDexperience is an excellent

.-:vphicle for training teachers and only .allocate money

.°for,tuitions for Ieachers to attend'the.summer OUTWARD

:..,BOUND Teachers Practica. The di!strict might-argue

i.hat the-spin-off in terms of new.curriculum.and

:iMprovea teaching techniques from the experience will
-

:-Affect, the students w4hout having to send both students"

and teaChers. ?

Another option is for.a. school to send a very small'

.141ber of students and teachers on an'OUTWARD BOUND ex:

',..peditiori each term in the hopes that this will bring

'-aboUt some changes toward improving,teaCher/student

,....relationships as these.participants return to school.,

.For a full discussion of the potential of the OUTWARD
'10UND course for training teachers, see the paper,
Esialuation of OUTWARD BOUND Teachers' PraCtica of the

jiniversity'ET Massachusetts, by -Dr. Glen,Hawlees.

A
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Another option is for Ahe school.to decide to°Plug

the-OUTWARD. BOUND program into an.already elisting

curriculum in the school. For instance', at Lincoln-

Sudbury High School the OUTWARD BOUND pragram is in-

\

6)rporated primarily in the physical education program.

AlthoUgh expeditions whlch they run need additional

funds,'they are seen as an integral part.of
\

'a relevant

athletic program. At St. Alban's School, the\ OUTWARD.

BOUND process.is incorporated into both the physical

education program as an alternative to formal athletic

games, and also.into the science'curriCulum, AS',part

of an elghth grade'science unit on the sea, small

expeditions are made to the beach to live and study

ttie ecology_of the coast. While this option does need.

money; it has the advantaget'of the support of the staff

and is not just seen.as a peripheral. frill.

A further option for n OUTWARD BOUND program is

lor it'to demonstrate such °success in terMi of the

desires and expectations. of the school community that,

1
it reflaces a project already existing in the budget.

Several of the high.school programs I studied, and

visited are'gpo , but if they are.to receive priOrity

)Qi at
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0;
in theirsch'Ool's budget, they will have to attract

.'.wider participation from the student body. In other..
0

/7

4

. words, if' the program is effective for MD stádents,
/

-how do we mow make it a realistic otipOrtUnity'far 2400
t.

gtudents?' Just considering this, question mighv
14, ,

in an examination of school prOgrams which would 66,7,,
,

extremely healthy. ,

One final option' occurs and this may well be

the most likely, Onto a few teachers and studentg

hqve been.to the. OUTWARD BOUND programand .have some

gener,.11 level of commitment from,non-participating '

staff and administration, they musv seek ways to design

and implement a prograM which incorporates the philosophy

and/or techniques of'OUTWARD BOUND into their own class-

roams or into 'some already existing structure within °

?.
. .

.the school.

, this final option leads- directly to the question

..of how one interprets the OUTWARD 'BOUND process. If

one Chooges to see it as a.strictly- physical. and. .

,tilderness experience, then.one must raise a,considerable

amount of money for expedition equipment,.etc. However,

55
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if one sees the processLas a potential model for

learning, 'emphasizing experience/action oriented'

. .

curriculum or emphasizing group responsibility then .

these idegs can be incorporated into a curriculum
_

inexpenisiVely.\ For eiample, a math.teacher returned'

.
froM a 'seminar "4 Da); With OUTWARD BOUNIr and immediately

. '

'incorpoiA'ed the notion of.groups'of:ihree'and fout

Students:Working together on tests, papers, assignments
;.

in an kttempt: to develop a sense of.concern 'and

-respon4bility within the students for each other.

-

AnOthertgacher (science) having been involved in the

OUTWARD.BOUND process required.that students have

bicycles Ovall.able so that when the classroommaterial

could be enhancedby short field trips; they had that..

_ clOnce.'

- To summarize, the funding of an ,OUTWARD BOUND

prograM in a school is a major problem, which inVolves
.

not just raising funds,but an examination of what the

school is all about, what its prioritie.s are and I./bat

_

the OUTWARD BOUND experience can add. Much thought

will have to go. intn the question of how to adapt and

56
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interpret the OUTWARD BOUND process so that it is not

. :
,

just a peripheral program for the elect but a process

which is available to all. Only-in this way can an
i

OUTWARD BOUND.p ogram have a.major impact on the total' .

1

fabric.of the .s[Olool.
_.

Support

The problem of funding raises the larger'question

lof general support. Once beyond the initial implement-

ation stage', thy OUTWARD BOUND program if it is to

.grow and have a signilicant impatt on the total educ7.

ational process within an institution, must receive

'endorsement frOm a number of sobrees: the students,

jparents, faculty., administration and coMmunitY.

It was pointed out in.ChapteL. III that since the

'OUTWARD BOUND process speaks to seveTal different

concerns -- unmotivated students, curriculum reform,

relationships between'iaces and between students .and

.teachers -- there is reason.to believe that the program

has usefulness for ali\segments of a student body.

'In feet, it would be a mistake to limit.the program

57
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to only one group within a school such as the

"drop-outs", the mountaineeis, or the. Over-achievers.'

As stated earlier, the program developers should try

to'expand their programs so that.they are available

to all students.

A key factor in limiting the success and impact

of OUTWARD BOUND related programs in high schools is

lack Of faculty support. SoMe programs have had only

-marginal impact because they have lailed to, gain the

support and/or enthusiasm of a.large number of'faculty

members. For instance, at Adams City High School the

entire faculty was not made a part of the planning and

decision-making process; consequently, the progrhm

never achieved a great deal of faculty support. .They

felt that the OUTWARD BOUND program was being foisted .

upon them, many did not understand its goals and some

were quite threatened by the presence of two Colorado

OUTWARD BOUND staff in the school.
3

An inordinate amount ofjealousy deVeloped
among the high school toward the OUTWARD
BOUND staff members. The public sthool
teachers felt that- too mtich attention was

a
However,,some aspects of the Adams City program are

successful', and still exist today.

58
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given to the program and they resented
students missing regular classes when
they were participating in our "Dare
to Care" activities. This problem was
never fully resolved. More time in the
planning of a program and involvement of
the high school faculty would help to
overcome this obstacle. 4

The problem of how quickly to implement a new

program is not a question to be answered easily.

Pbylously, administrators cannet always'wait,for full

faculty support, before implementing a program. It

:should be noted, however, that a program such as OUTWARD

BOUND which represents a dramatic change Irom the standard

:.ii.tademic curricula will need some degree of explanation

-.,and interpretation if the faculty is to be supportive.

Thu.s, early on in the-planning and initial implement-

:ation stages, meetings should be held to educate the.

non7participating faculty members about the'program.

-Certainly the program would be more readily accepted

if non-participating faculty members.were informed and
4

-involved in the.Planning and decision-making process.

The factor of who initiates the OUTWARD BOUND

...program iS nOt,crucial to the success of,the program:

4.
Letfer from Dr. Stuart, Associate SecretarY of

AASA, February, 1971.
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Programs have been initiatedby superintendents,

principals, and teachers. The point is that no matter

who initiates' the program, it must receive the simport

and encouragement,of different segments within the

school. If the teachers initiate the program and then

receive no help from the principal in cle-aring away

some of the petty rules and restrictions, then the

program has little chance of succesi. On the other

hand,*if the superintendent or principal starts the

program and doesn't arouse support:from the general

faculty, then the program will suffer.

Misconceptions about what the OUTWARD BOUND

'program is and its significance.for hi.gh_schools are

common. rrequently,faculty, members fail to see that,

.the OUTWARD, BOUND process doeS hav implicatiofis for

the academic process. As one teacher said to me,', and

,
this comment is representative of this type of criticism,

.i "I don't have time to worry about self-concept, these

kids have .4;:,t to learn to read and write." His, point

su,ggests that if OUTWARD BOUND prOgramS are to be

:uccessful W.itshin-aschoo-l-k...-they-Ain4t prove that they

have an ur demic component or lead toward academiC
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-success, and are not simply a physical or wildernesi

program.

Some schools are dealing with this issue and

,relating the process"to existing class.work. For

instance, at St. Alban's School, in.Washington, D. C.,

. an eighth.grade inter-disciplinary unit on the sea has

Aleen desiined. Students share respansibilitles, work

Htbgether, take trips tO the beOch to..research, study

And experience first hand what ihey have been talking'

about in the classroom. One eighth grade teacher,

commenting on the value of the course and particularly

On the camping'expeditions to the beach said, "We"talked

about salt marsheS, the shift of sand in class, but how

Y:they have a,rcdl picture of what we were discussing.

At means much more.4 Partially as a result of the

academic success. of the unit on ihe sea,'St. AlbAn's

now offers a credit Course for its high school stUdents

Which involves group .study, service projects, and ex-
,

.Peditions.

EaSt High Schobl has also used the notions of

OUTWARD.BODND to further improve its academic:programs.

A Western History course meets almost entirely.in,the

6 1
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Western History Museum. 'The students are also

assisv,mg the curator in setting up dioramas with a

Black and Chidano focus.: An urban studies course

begins by placing the students in the field gaining

%. experiences out of which they can draw some conclusions

and generalizations.

Given the fact that the OUTWARD BOUND'program does

have academic relevance and implications for the

traditional curriculum, time should be spent in ex-

plaining, defining and interpreting the experience to

faculty members, parents and administrators. In-serVice

meetings with small groups.of staff working together

to make the connection between experiential education

and the traditional or-standard .curriculum would be a

significant way to introduce the program into a School

plus insure that the program would have some measure Of

support.

Short'day or afternoon demonstrations with faculty

participation put on by OUTWARD.BOUND staff' would further

help to explain the teachings and goals of an OUTWARD

BOUND program and its implications for high schools.

These participatory demonstrations would be especiallx

62
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L,

'useful in gel.ting faculty and administrators to

experience the process, rather than simply get an

:intellectual or verbal understanding of the program.

The national office of OUTWARD BOUND runs a one-day

,workshop for administrators.and teachers Which has

,been succesSful in getting across the-meaning of

OUTWARD BOUND. One tenth, grade teacher.from Germantown

-Friends School enjoyed the workshop and found that it

lave her several ideas for:her mathOlass which she .

implemented. She said, "I told Bob Lentz (Education

-,Coordinator) that the one day with OUTWARD BOUND really

:Ielped me to structure my course." This teacher has

since become a strong advocate with the school of,the

seventi; and tenth grade OUTWARD BOUND programs.

.Assembly programs in schoolS and.other forms of

gener.al publicity have been an effective means of

4aining support for the OUTWARD BOUND program. 'Students ..

who have been oft OUTWARD BOUND courses have given pre-

.sentations which have been helpful in raising :student

and.faculty interest. Students have also given

'successful presentations to school community meetings

'and parents meetings: At Linceln-Sudbury High School,.

.63
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where there is now a high level of student yarticipation

in their Nimbus program (OUTWARD BOUND), students have

used a number of different means to create an awareness

of OUTWARD BOUND. OUTWARD BOUND presentations made at

various school meetings, display cases, bulletin

boards, poster, yearbooks and school bulletins hrve

'all been used to publicize., what they were doing in

OUTWARD BOUND. Joe Kleiser, the director of the pro-

gram, feels that the publicity has been especially

effective in gainilig support for the program. Over

thirty-five teaChers have taken part,in the seven day.

OUTWARD BOUND orientation course and seven.teachers

have been to the standard OUTWARD BOUND Teachers

Practica in the iunmer. The superintendent-principal,

Willard Ruliffson, has stated that the program has

been successful in gaining widespread support. He

told me, "Of all the new programs which we have,

Nimbus has attracted the least criticism or coffee

room innuendoes." Evidence of this widespread support

itg the willingness of the-staff to release students

from regular classroom assignments in order thatOtthey

may take part in the week long expeditions which are

.the heart -of their program.
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Reports and.evaluations of pilot OUTWARD BOUND
.

.programs are another way to raise interest and support

.for in-school programs. Several effective reports have

been drawn up by schools, and are available from those
1,

sehools. Each OUTWARD BOUND.school in the geographic

locale of the high schools involved should keep a file

of reports on programs which could..then be shared'.

with schools who wish to have more information. In

this way, the OUTWARD BOUND school might serve as an_ .

information center or cleaiing houSe, so that inform-

ation about'the development of programs could be ex-
.,:

chgnged between schools, no matter what stage of
.

Planning or implementation they were in,

A final point should be mgde about ,the problem

of developing widespread support within a-school

community for an OUTWARD BOUND' program. The program

deeropers should make it clear that there are.a

variety of Ways for people to contribute to and parti- -

cipate in the program._ Some parents have provided

technical advice, others have provided equipMent and'

some adults from the community have joined the ex-.

peditions. The first program of expeditions gt

Lincoln-Sudbury High School was enhanced .by 'the-presence

65
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of two officers from the district police department

and a reporter from a local newspaper. This kind of

community participation is highly desirable. Each

OUTWARD BOUND affiliated project might make available

a list of differeL involvements and commitments from

which interested individuals might choose. Fund-raising,
\

pu6licity,.transportation, report writing, advising

and skill training are just a few examples of areas

in which a program might wish to involve people. It

should be remembered that some teachers and parents

may wish to contribute'to the progrdm,.but simply want

to find some way other than backpacking through the

woods for a weekend.

Summary .0

Funding and generating support from within the

school community are.importane ingredients iri the

growth of'-the.OUTWARD BOUND program in high schools.

Most important, program developers must seek widespread

support .from membirs of the school and communit so that

s....-1the- Program.receives fully accepted statu onsequent*,

evelopers should be constantly aware of the politics
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within schools of gaining support. This idea has

implications for tho OUTWARD BOUND staff as woll, as

they Must be certain to enter a high School on tbe

school's terms. While they may wish 'to play the role.

of agent provocatour, they must be concened thgi

they'do not move too quickly br into areas for which

they are unprepared or unasked. This poini about

4he role of tho OUTWARD BOUND School staff will be

takOn up later.

"'"\
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CHAPTER V

A CASE STUDY: lAST HIGH'SCIZOL

In a,study of tho impact which OUTWARD BOUND-has

had on high schools, it is helpful to take an in-depth

look at one high school which has hada long association

with OUTWARD BOUND-related programs in its educational

framework. This examination is helpful in that it will

provide the reader with a sense of what implications

al{ OUTWARD BOUND program might have for a high school.

The East High OUfWARO BOUND program is not chosen here

to be used as a yardstick or a moslel to which other

kr.
schools can be compared It is chosen with two reasons

in mind: one, its association with OUTWARD BOUND (in

particular with the Colorado OUTWARD BOUND School) has

been a long one (five years) and this program has had

a chance to evolve and to be .implemented; two East High

School itself is espetially representative of the major

problems facing American education today. A public,

urban high school large in size, 2500 students with

considerable racial mix.-- 501 white, 40$ black, and

10$,Spanish-American -- it stands in the mainstream

of education.

* .

.

Again let the emphasize th4t having chosen East High,

School, / am not making a negative judgment about the

programs in the other eleven :schools used in this study:
.

d. 't
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The association between the Colorado.OUTWARD

BOUND School and East high School grew out of.a shared

c&acern for the climate of human relations at East

High... As the school Aopulation shifted to include an

ivcreasing numbcrof black students into what had been

a white upper middle 'claSs school, it Vas obvious that

racial tension waS'.a big problem, Both Joseph .Nold

(Director of Coiorado OUTWARD BOUND) and Robert Colwell

.(principaiOar East High) felt that the OUTWARD BOUND

proCess with its emphasi.s.on group responsibility and

Troup problem solving experiences might be..useful, in

alleviating an atmosphere of distrust and fear. A

$75,000 grant for three years ($25;000 per year) was

received'from the Phipps Foundation ;A.1 1966 to develop

programs which would foster tetter human relations. -

While the initial motivating force behind the intrqduction',,

of'OUTWARD BOUND programs into the Schobl_was a.concern

for_xplationshipi between.theraces, -the.overall effcct

Of the prsirat was much larger. °Once OUTWARD BO D

programs were introduced, it was found that they had

Lmplications Tor student and faculty relations within

the school, and for the curriculum and methods of.in-
,

Ftruction as well. It is important to note that two

9
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oP,the main reasons for the success was that the chief,

executive officer of the school, the principal, and

the Colorado/OUTWARD BOUND School staff understood

clearly, the concerns which East High had.and structured

their activities to satisfy those needs.

The OUTWARD BOUND program at East High was' im-

plemented in the summer.of 1967 when students and

teachers began attending regular OUTWARD BOUND summer

courses. Because of their positive.experiences in'the.

summer courses-these teachers and students encouraged

others to take part and a. considerable level of interest4

in OUtWARD BOUND was raised in-the school. The associ-

ation with the Colado OUTWARD'BOUND /
School led to a

variety-of experimental ventures. The following six

programs indicate the main experiments. ,

1. OUTWARD BOUND Courses. Several students-who

e

had been identified with leadership/potential and

teachers tvc,k part in the normal 26-day summz-r OUTWARD

BOUND coures. This cadre of .teac ers and students, .

" increasing in number each Year, r turned to Ease High

and introduced other types of OUTWARD BOUND-related
o

programs. The students were espejially responsible

\\
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foT recrui't4g participants for OUTWARD BOUND programs

and for helpi g to lead and organize programs such as

expeditions, field trips, etc. The teachers were ex-

cited by the OUTWARD BOUND experience and returned, to

their classes with new sensifivity and appreciation

of the atudent-.teacher relationship. In many cases

they became more aware of the problems and feelings of

-students and closer inforMal relationships developed

'between teachers and stuaents. There is an ease and

warmth about the atmosphere in the,hallways at East.

High which contrasts markedly it) the guards, monitors,

and strict regulations enforced in the hallways of

.many other public schools I have seen. Students and

teachers who had Worked, struggled and"played together

-in a common venture found that .the closeness gained

under experiential conditions.could be carried over

'into the academic world of a large public school.

. Teachers also found that out-of-school experiences '

could be educational and began to design such experi-

-ences. (As noted earlier, a full report on the effect

of OUTWARD BOUND on teachers can be read in The Teacher

Practica Evaluation led.by Dr. Glen Hawkes.) Teachers

were especially helpful in encouraging other teachers

7 1
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to become aware of the possibilities of an OUTWARD

'BOUND course; seyeral more teachers took part in the

OUTWARD BOUND Teachers Practica in the following.summers.

2. The Aufsteiger's Mountaineering Club. A club,

varying at times from 25 to 35 participants, was formed

to introduce the .OUTWARD BOUND concepts and activities

into the school at astudent level. Mountaineering

activities plus first aid, map and compais, ropework,
.

camperaft, rock climbing, and mountain rescue were part

of the activities yun on weekends.and after school.

Members of the Aufsteiger's Club became leaders and

organizers of some of the major trips which are described

next. While the Aufsteiger's Club has been important

in generating more.interest and approyal for OUTWARD

BOUND activities, mountaineering itself is a limited

activity.as it requires a great dcal of supervision,

'equipment and safety precautions. It was also found

that mountaineering itself had an appeal pretty much

restricted to white upper class youths and thus as an

activity 4id not truly represent the overall character

of. the student body. Consequently, the faculty and

administration in conjunction with members.,of the

Colorado OUTWARD BOUND School sought to develop other

7 2
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Programs using the experiential concepts of OUTWARD

'BOUND which might be more attractive to the minority.

students. The Aufsteigers,though.limited in nuMbers

and appeal, have been valuable in terms of their

-experience in organizing and advising other activities,

and expeditions.

3. Vacation Field Trips. A major achievement

'arising out of the relationships with.OUTWARD BOUND

has been service 1:,eld trips to San Felipe,, California .

'.and to Creel in Chihuahua, in North dentral Mexico.

Thirty-four students and nine adults went on the. trip .

to San Felipe to repair some of the damage to a fishing

yillage which had.been ravaged by a hurricane. Most

in need of repair was the local school which became the

center for the groups' activities. The purpose Of the

:..tripto Creel was to investigate the feasibility of

further trips to this area to perform service functions.

'The two trips involved many exciting learning'experiences -

travel to a foreign area, Ammersion in a different culture,

a feeiing of responsibility for others and development

of leadership and organizational skills. The two trips

also were composed of a cross-section of the school

7 3
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population - racial, social, and economic. This

factor provided :I very iwt..)ortant outgrowth of the tiip;.

the interaction betwen the students of different

backgrounds.and tL students and teachers. Another

result-of the progrAm was to suggest to students that

.they coUld become involved, in some very vital programs

.and could achieve sOmething. Finally, the vacation

field trip also helped to legitim-i.ze the notion f

out-of-school experiences as real educational_experiences

with.both 'acade'mic and Social value. Partially as a.

result of the success of these trips, the East High,

Seminar was developed. This Seminar will be discussed

later.

4. Academic Field Expeditions. ACademic field
,

.expeditions were . led by various faculty members of East.

High in an attempt to enhance and enliven the material

which they were presenting in class. One of the most

successful expeditions wa's the Yam:-. Green River ex-

pedition. The Yampa and Green River is a wilderness

area of dry rock cliffs. The rivers cut through layers

(4:sandstone and.limestone to .form narrow canyons vith:

1,000 foot walls.. Geology, biology, Archeology, and

history were the academic subjects to be explored.

761
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..Aptftt froM the academic stuclies, emphasis was also

yplaced on the development of self-confidence, team :
_ .

involvement, patience; perserverance and responsibility.

:Thirty.students, five tedchers and seven boatmen went

cin'the expedition. Because students ahd teachers were

involved in a mutual search for answers to academic

and social problems, it was found that more sensitive

'relationships.developed between them. These relation-

:ships also Carried over when they returned to the

school and tO some degree.affected the cliniate between

students and teachers generally. Again, teachers came

..tO the realization that.academic work could and did

-take place outside the four walls of a classrOoM.

5. ClassrooM Curriculum-Experiential Learning.-

One:Of the.goals. of the OUTWARD BOUND staff and faculty

at.East High was to develop ,curricullun tpt,. be used within,

the school.which would incorporate some of the,concepts

:cf.an OUTWARD BOUND wilderness experience - specifically

-to create.a sense of understanding, involvement,

\commitment, ,and responSibility toward bne's life in a

Complex urban environment. An .American History course

fCcused on thr city, its growth', its problemg, and

7 5
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potentialities; topics such as race relations, police

relations, housing, education,,employment were all

studied in the class. The OUTWARD BOUND process

."suggested the use of small groups, drawing upon the

experience of the students as a prime educational

resource, the use of the wOrld beyond the classroom

to broaden student experiences, planned activities to

maximize interaction between students, and teachers

and students, service activities as a basis of study.'

A wide variety of outside speakers provided diversity

of point of view to the course. Group field trip

experiences were an integral part of the program;

students spent time living on n Navajo reservation,

and with migrant laborers: Another group spent their

Christmas vacation in Greenwood, Mississippi. While

there are encouraging examples of theuse and adaptation

of OUTWARD'BOUND processes, it should be noted that

this cOursework is.limited to a few classes and thus

a relatively small number of.students. However, these

examples'are especially important for they suggest

,what can happen when a staff begins .to View education

1 Report to Phipps Foundation, 1969.
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as a process which includes concrete experience

outside the confines of the classroom walls.

Thus, some of the faculty at East High have, taken

pains to translate the OUTWARD BOUND approach to their

'classrooms in an attempt.to provide a more student-

centere'd approach', .as well-as to bring the academic

material to a point Where it is experienced ,firSt-hand

by the student. Once again, underlying the academic

work and experiential processes is an emphasis on

personal growth and group cooperation.

6. Service. Underlying several of the field

trips and expeditions taken bY the East High studens,-

faculty, and OUTWARD BOUND staff is the ideacof giving

service. The vacation field trips were initiated with

service in mind. Several ylttemPts were also made to

introduce this idea of se vice at school as well as

on the out-of-school proects. Cross-age tutoring and

an emergency first aid group at Denver General Hospital

were tWoWays inwhich this idea was put into practice.

This is a extremely important part of the OUTWARD

BOUND process;'the students have fbund that they are

worthwhile; and that they can do something lielpful and
0

-responsible.
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Thus, the asSociation between the Colorado OUTWARD,

BOUND School and East High School resulted.in a number

of experimental programs. Notably through this

association teachers and students have become aware

of a number of possibilities for education which

..heretofore had.not been realized. A number of teachers

also had the opportunity to experiment and pui into

practice ideas which they.had long harbored but not

had a chance to implement. Field study trips and.

service expeditions lent evidence to the fact that

education can and does take place off theeschool

dogrounds. A progTam of physical and'emotional.stress

Aan be 4instrumental in producing relationships which

are trusting, caring and responsive. Personal growth

in.terms of self-knowledge and examination of values

,are an important part of a classroom teacher's

reSponsibility.

One must be, careful not to lay all of these.

changes in attitude and programs at the feet of. .wpqqtp...,___

,BOUND.. In fact, the program has served as a catalyst

in the school. The changes are the result of a combifl-

ation of an enthusiastic and concerned faculty, a

7 8
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dynamic principal willing to open the way for

structural change, and a proCess (OUTWARD BOUND),

which spoke to.the iMmediate needs and desires of

the siaff. After takingpart in the OUTWARD BOUND

approach, the staff had the .ingenuity and insight

to adapt this approach to their particular classrooms

and personal interests.

Senior Seminar. The six levels of programs

just described were ley factors in paving the way

for a major innovatkon in.the program of.instruction

started in the spring of 1970 and is to be epeated

sPring term 1971 -- the East High Senior Seminar.

Briefly, the East High Seminar tries to incorporate

many of the.activities and inSights of the six programs

into one coherent, unified.experience over the course

of a semester. One hundred students.(seniors) and

2
'Once again let me emphasize the importance to the.
growth .cof a program of having the support of the chief
line officers,, i.e., 'the principal. In each high school
where.the OUTWARD BOUND program has .flourished, the
principal has been a major factor. It is the principal
who can shuffle the'schedule, and can grant permission'
for students and teachers to leave school property; he
is the one who can clear away the numerous petty road-
blocks which are often used to.supprpss innovations
or .clanges. 'Ia the specific case of East High, Robert
Colwell has been an ardent.suppo te; of OUTWARD.BOUND
within the school. His. support ,41 dealing with the
central administration, schoo board, parents, faculty
and students has been the chiefreason for the develop- .

ment.of OUTWARD BOUND related programs within East High.

9
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five contract.teachers formed the East *High Seminar,

aSsisted by several student-teachers. Members of the

OUTWARD BOUND School staff 'acted as advisers to the

program. the program focused on utilizing such

concepts as "fUllfield tine study, multi-distiplinary
: 3,

'team teaching, and.intensive group living." The

one.hundred.students involved were representative of

the racial mixture of the school. At jeast 25%. of,

the students were identified as "target" students,

having college potential, but who were achieving

oorly and lacking in motivation. The one hundred

udents were divided int' groups of twelve which

we e led by full-time teachers, and several student-

te chers. The eighteen week semester-long;seminar

was composed of two, two and a half, and"three week

. 'long modules, each focusing on one area ef study. .A .

.three\ week OUTWARD BOUND course began the semester

as a neans of. inj'ecting a seroe of group cohesiveness

and trust, which would be needed throughout the semester

_ if this experiment in education waa to work. All

student* took part in the OUTWARD'BOUND Navajo Culture,

Urban Deaign and River modules. After that

3' Reperi on.East High Senior Seminar, 1970.
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the students were free to choose between.Politics

and Power or Urban Arts, and Hispano Culture and

Space'Technology and Man. 4 To give the reader a .

,furtber sense of the total program, I include a

deScription of the eight modules offered as quoted
. N .

from the design made by the East High genior Seminar .

1. UUTWARD BOUND: (All discipliiies) groupA.,

decisions, problem-solving; personal

growth through meeting vigorous physical

cha.11en.ges in a strange enviyonment.

Polit cs and'Power: (Social Studies and

En ish) centered at state capitol s

bUilding where students Tet each day at

a designated committee room; studied

governmental process by attending sessiOns

'of the legislature and committees, inter-
-

viewing lobbyists and legislators, attending

court essions and doing independent study

projects.

Report on East High Seminar, 1970, p. 4.

81
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3.. Urban Arts: (Art And Science) a mobile

course using the fine art centers through-

out Denver and Boulder; experiences in-
.

cluded dance lessons, impromptu theater,

visits to designforums, etc; designed

to discuss the aesthetic city.

Navajo Culture: (all disciplines) a

study of the Navajo's herding, rural,

non-community culture through a,five-day

live-in and three days of academic work

at Prescott College.

Hispano Culture: (Social Studies and Art)

'centered at El Centro Cultural, Denver,

he Study of,a recently urbanized minority

culture,.and its roots in migrant agri-

cultural labor; involving a five-day

live-in in the San Luis'Valley.

Space Technology and Man; (Science and

English) using the various aerospace.and

technological installations Along the

front range, a study of modern technology

and dts implications 'for man today and

in the future, heavy emphasis on ecology.
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7. Urban Design: (all disciplines) an

investigation o current physical'problems

in the design of the city; consideration

of dayrto-day operation of the city through

its departments; using facilities of Denver

Planning Board, Downtown Improvement

Association, Skyline Urban Renewal as well

as city offices.

8. Green River: (all disciplines) a.twelve

day rafting expedition along the Yampa and

Green River system through Dinosaur Naiional

Park; use of Seminar staff and park rangers

to investigate geology, ecology, paleanthology,

anthropology, and historf of the, region; six

days in camp for academic work.

The results of the Seminar have been measured by

pre- and post-attitude tests, opinionnaires, parent

questionnaires, tea0er reports and student journals
a

and ev uations, tutoring progress and college entrance

reeords. It is not the ,intent of this chapter fo

evaluate the strengths or, weaknesses of the seminar,

but to suggest the implications in.terms of programming

Report.on East High Seminar, p. 6,7.
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which a 'relationship between OUTWARD BOHM:: 0:1,i a

school might have. The -various evaluation procedure

'and their specific results are in the full report on

the East High Senior Seminar which is available from

East High. Summarily, the results of-the e

indicate that students emerged with a bett

c:oncept, had g'7.'eater interest in academic matelial,

bad more in-depth relationships with others. Parens

folt .that the pleram encoUraged positive attitude's:

towaid college, J towaA improving the community,'

and -encouraged a sense of understanding about'self.

East High Scheol then is a positive example Of,

what.can develop .from an association between:OUTWARD

BOUND cnd a high school. Programs have developed at

a varlety of levels and these have changed the nature

of te school. It is important to note once again :

that nih of the success lies in the fact that OUTWARD

BOUND is a process which the East High staff molded

to meet thcit particular interests and needs. Also,

the goals of the staff of Eas'z iigh and OUTWARD BOUND'

6 Conversation .with Joseph Nold and Robert Colwell,
November, 1970;

7 Conversation with Joseph Nold in March, 1971.

e
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were similar. In particular, the human relations goals

of OUTWARD BOUND were the same as the.staff anti adminis-

tration of East High. Joe Nold, irector WE the Colorado

'OUTWARD BOUND School, described their'association as a

"good marriage". We provided the skill and ideas at

East, and they had the freedom to develoP it on their

own within the Perimeters ofthe school. We came in

when East was really low. Colwell was locking for

7solutions to racial separation and violente."

Given that we are dealing with an area which is

'hard to measure (human relationships, attitudes),

neyertheless I feel the.following specific conclusions

can be drawn about the impact which theOUTWARD.BOUND

programs have had on the school as a whole. Clearly,

it has generated some new and benef...dal relationships

within the student body and faculty. The programs have

affected the values and concerns of some of the students.

The racial atmosphere is tolerant-and peaceful. In

addition, while observing classes,.I sense that many

students were finding someothing relevant and personal

about their work in sChool. Controyersial topics were

discussed openly in class with little of the fear and

85
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silliness which often accompanies these discussions.

Student's also seemed to trust their teachers. The

frequency of contact between students and teachers after

regular school hours and on weekends is an indication

of their closeness. One measure of the impact .of the

programs is that other high scheols in the Denver area

undergoing similar changes and problems as East High

arc now requesting the aid of the Colorado OUTWARD
,o

BOUND School. In my discussions with students and

faculty, it was clear that they felt that the various.

OUTWARD BOUND programs had contr.ibutecLsignificantly'

.to the overall educational program. The principal,

.Robert Colwell, wrote at length to me, describing

the impact of the'programs on the school. He stated -

1. It (OUTWARD BOUND programs) gave us hope
during our dark and tense days when racial
rage could easily have broken into rioting.

2. It has given many teachers a new perception
of the teaching-learning process. They

. have lost their fear of being themselVs
and of.becoming personally acquainted with
pupils.

Contrariwise, it has disturbed sIveral
teachers who are afraid to let down thekr
prot,_ctive barriers, but some Of these are
beginning to. .

4. It hasgiven us insight to ways of making
curriculum reIeVant without losing a sense
of discipline and order.

86
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5. We have,developed a new perception of the
rol.: of the field experience as an int.egral
part of education. .The Senior Seminar ...

is our consumate illustration.

6. It hag focused on educational goals to
the fact that building confident manhood
and womanhood ccmes first and filling
vacuums of the mind comes second.

7. It has given many students at East the
feeling that they are.members of a
community which is outgoing, progressive
and cares.

Some specific, direct effects of the involvement

of OUTWARD BOUND on the.school are as follows:

a. A two period Urban Studies course starts by

placing students in the field and then asking them to

extrapolaie from and organize their eiperiences.

b. A Western History Course meets.almost entirely

in the Western History Museum, where the curator is

enthusiastic about accepting the help of, our pupils

to include a Black and Chicano dimension in the dioramas.

c. A Biology class has as one requirement that

every.student have available a bicycle so that the class

may take off on any given day.

d. 'An Ecology class has slllar flexibilities.

e. It is not uncommon for teachers to Anvite

members of the clasa to join them or an overndght

rap session in the mountains.
8

Letter from Robert Colwell, February, 1971.

8 7
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.1

Summary

The association between Colorado OUTWARD BOUND

School and East High School has been a fruitful one.

The programs which have emerged 'from this relationship

have not only affected the relationship between stu-

dents', and.students an'd teachers, but also have served

to challenge the traditional notions of what constitutes

a good education. I think it is. in this area that.

OUTWARD BOUND has made its major contribution to the

School. The programs implemented have served to ex-

cite Many of. the teachers and at the same time encouraged

them to question what theY had been doing in the class-

rooms. As Charles Silberman states in his eXamination

of .the schools, Crisis.in the Classroom, "Schools

'fail, however, less becausc of maliciousness than

because of mindlessness." 9 The fact that teachers are

examining and questioning what they have been doing in

. the classroom is a step toward better schools. On the

other side as the principal suggests, there is still

reluctance and resistance on the part of some teachers

to experiment and'open up their°classrooms; however, to

9 Charles Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom, Rando7.1
House, New, Yor2x, 1970.- p. 81.
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.the.degree thnt OUTWARD BOUND has succeeded.in opening

up some clasSrooms and has helped to challenge and

question the fundamental base for education at East

tiigh, it has made a significant contribution..

40

8 9
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CHAPT.ER VI

.

ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT OF OUTWARD BOUND

The intro& tion arid implementation of OUTWARD

BOUND related programs into high schools has had a

sizeable and widespread impact on those schools. The

programs have affected teachers their relationships

with students, the way they_teach, the material they

use,, and their i.elationships within the school. The

programs have had, an effect on the curriculum offered

at the schools. Parents, school administrators:and

the community personnel have also felt the effects of

the OUTWARD BOUND programs.

It is not the intention of this analysis to

suggest hat all of the changes to be descried are

solely attributable to OHTWARD BOUND. The OUTWARD

BOUND programs do hot ...perate in a vacuum within a

school. Other innovative programs, plus effective

traditional programs and teachers all operate at the

schools useii in this study. However, the OUTWARD BOUND

program is a significant factor in:changing the schgols.

Many of the students, faculty, and adminisn'ators

interviewod in this study felt that the OUTWARD BOUND

programs were clirectly responsible for the changes

which have occurred in their schools'.

9 0
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In reViow, the reader should remember that this

analysis is besed primarily on discussions.with a variety

of .school Personnel, Personal observations within .the

school, and Dumber of written questionnaires. Thus,

the material is somewhat subjective ; however, the

'writer has been very cautious in attribUting changes

and effecoc OUTWARD BOUND programs.

One f14a1 word of caution: the impact of the

OUTWARD BOUNp related Proirams is not the same in all'''.

of the \schoz,15. As mentioned pre viously, the schools

vary in geotrophic locale, constituency, size, amount

of funds, tp0,.the inte ntions and motiVations of the

program laittors also

However, it

and resu Its of

to some degree

vary from school to school.

fair to say that the following changes

the.OUTWAgb BOUND Program have occurred

in many of the high schools studied.

The iMDact.which OUTWARD BOUNb related programs

have had on individual teachers
has been immense. The

programs aftezt ed participating teachers both personally

and professioolly. T hers have found that they are

more sensitive and aw'aerecof the concerns and feelings

9 1
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of students once they have taken part in some OUTWARD

BOUND related activity. Frequently the OUTWARD BOUND

atlivity is a new experience for the teacher. lie is

thrust into the rOle of a learner or student, a role
.

which many teachers have forgotteh.. Often the .teachers

gain a new dimension of understanding with their

students as a result of participating in an OUTWARD

BOUND activity. Many of,the schools have run activities

in which the students and teachers participate together

by design. The closeness and trust which is developed

living in the wilderness or in the stress activity

'frequently lead to closer-, more trusting relationships

hack in the classroom. .These r:,100:ionships, in turn,

affect the tone .and atmosphere of a school and also have

anreffect tn the amount of learning skill taking place.

At'a suburban Minnesota high school, a canoe trip with

students and teachers began- an experimental class. Tli'e

relationshior which were built in the woods carried

over into the.classroom. One.teacher expressed the

benefits gained from the trip in this way, "Your re-

lationship wi-th the, kids, that's-where the big payoff

is. The trip built relationshiPs which helped me when

I went to do academic skills back in the Classroom,"

9 2
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.00

The tenth grade students'and faCUlty ai German-

town Friends School took part in an abbreviated OUTWARD

BOUND experience for three days at the Delawar Water

Gap. They went out of a concern that better communication

bet en. students a teachers develop. , Though brief, .

, experience of camping and undergoing stress together .

seems to have had some impact on the relationships

back in school. .Students and teachers both had the

chance to view each ether in different roles. One

.teacher'said, "The OUTWARD BOUND experience gave us a

,basis so that we could disctiss the problems of how we

relate to each other." Another teacher stated, "I

fbund out more abvtit those eight kids in three days

than I had in a year of schOol." The head of the

Upper. School at Germantown some months after the

three-day wilderness.experience felt that it had been

useful in producing better relationships,- He saidl

."The tenth grade faculty has a much more relaxed,

warm feeling about.the 'Class as a result of the

experience."

The.vice-principal at Churchill High School in ',;

Eugene, Oregon was one.of six faculty members.and .

fifty students (juniors) who participated in a
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twenty-one day OUTWARD BOUND program run by the

Northwest OUTWARD BOUND School. He also felt the

strength of the program was in the area of communic-
el

ation between students and teachers. He wrote, "I

learned a lot about kids. You know when you're

twenty-f..ve or thirty, you really start to wonder how

youngcv people think...teachers shoul4 be.aware that

their role is going tO change, that they!re going to

be onr of the crowd and.nOt the authority figure they:

have Y.,een. A lot of kids called me John and not

Mr. Clyde and I found it quite comfortable." He con-

cluded about the significance of the program,

"Educatois need to listen to young people, to share

their.thoughts, their ambitions. OUTWARD BOUND is a

chance for all this. The barriers get broken down."

A teacher also present on the.Churchill Challenge

spoke of his experiences,

It was a good experience. It's good,for
teachers. I really did learn. I had too
many stereotypes about students. TheTewas
one kid that I had thought.was sort of noihang.
Here, he was always first. He volunteered for
everything. I saw whole persons for the first
time. Society reinforces inhibitions. .Here
on the challenge, the inhibitions broke down.
You can hardly cover up tiredness or blisters.
I was able to throw .off my piotective cloak
and I think the kids liked me. I'm a better
teacher.

9 4
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The program at Churchill has eipanded to include '

the four high schools in Eugene. The scheols are now

working together on a joint project,' which is significiant

in:itself. Also, the OUTWARD BOUND trip is being planned

by a joint student-faculty committee.

The superintendent of schools in Toledo, Ohio i5

an ,8'rdent adVocate of the OUTWARD BOUND proOess. He

participated in,a five day river-J.afting seminar in.

Colorado and has been e: ouraging Iris faculty to go on .

the OUTWARD BO.UND Teachers Practica. Several teacher5,

and many students have..now taken part in soine form of

OUTWARD BOUND experteue. Frank Dick, superintendent,

claims that the OUTWARD BOUND experience is more important

for teachers than it is fbr students. He said, "OUTWARD

BOUND has.put some spark ;in the staff. It has served

to..revitalize some people and put some spring in their

Step."

. One of the principals of a,Toledo High School

(Woodward High) took part in, an OUTWARD BOUND course.

.He found that, "I can relate' much better new with these

young men and women." .He has encouraged his teachers

tinc
.
to participate in OnTWAin PnU mn nrrilri nf thelp

who have.taken part, he;says, "The teachers have learned

9 5
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/
that learning does take place when children work with

nthe'' chi1dren.1!

Thur, one effect of OUTWARD BOUND related programs

.in schools is tb bring the faculty and studentS to-

gether in a different context than the traditional

classroom. Stereotypes are broken down, and students

_andieachers begin to relate iia each other in more

'understanding and tolerant ways. As the relationships

beWeen students and teach.rs IwioMe rrlore personal,

the learning process i, .2. hanecd. Many teachers.feel

they can relate more e: ',., with students and mlny

students feel that t, aers are now human, with

feelings, c4 erns a ,iitivities not unlike thOr

own. While\t1is cal1i101. ue said for all teachers and

students of' 1y one school, it is clear.that as more

and More teacier -11 students in a given school take

part in an OUTWA. OUND related activity, the overall

climate of relations within a school is improved.

Impact on Students

The impact which OU1WARD,BOUND related activities

has had on students has.been impressive. The areas. o

.personal values, individual initiative and maturity

'difficult to measure, yet evidence from personal journals,

7-96
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'comments frOm teachers and parents indicates that

OUTWARD BOUND has been a valuable influence on students.

This report has indicated already the value which these

, activities have had en ihe rielqionship between_stUdents

,and teachers, So there is no'need to repeat. 'Many

,students have attained an increased senSe of 'potential

ind accomplishment from the successes which they have

Agained in OUTWARD BOUND. This sense of self7worth and

j.accoMplishment.is frequently tarried over into the

; academic,and extra-curricular activities in the school.

'Many students have found that.the'OUTWARD BOUND activities

Aiave made the academic aspects of school more relevant.

AS-the academic zurriculum incorporates more le;trning

.13y doing activities, the interest and participation of

;students is:increased.

The OUTWARD BOUND program at. WebbSchool in Tennessee

is indicative of the potential for students which thii

kind of a'ctivity might have. The headmdster 'and athletic

.director, (bothof whom accopipanied.the seniors to the

..North Carolina OUTWARD-BOUND School) initiated.the

Yprogram in the hope of improving the level of communit-
y

ation and responsibility between the students. They

'found the program:powerful; it increAses levels of

9 7
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student concern and responsibility and served 'to raise

the level of academic' achievement. An English.teacher

remarked, "The class,showed considerable change in

personality, direction and character. In many boys

there was a distinct, marked academic improvement."

.

Another teacher related that, "They.returned more

self-assureC, confident; they had more direction. :My .

.feelings at the time was that this OUTWARD BOUND experi-

ence really helped them.get prepared for college.." The

assistant headmaster felt that the "group returned more.

thoughtful and generally tarried out responsibilities

with greater competence than before." A teacher of'

history felt that."many of the students disliked school,

but after OUTWARD BOUND-they seemed to understand school.

TheY worked more as a.unit. They worked to help each

other oR studies. They took responsibility for'each

other," The athletic.director when asked about the

effects of the 18-day program stated,
.

"The.effect of the OUTWARD BOUND program was
to bricg the class together. They got to
know each other and accept each other for
what they were.; it was like.a family. The

studedts began to.recognizeand appreciate
individual peculiarities. There's never
been a time when things went so smoothly
at Webb, after it.was over. 'The.kids really
took care of themselves in the dorms and .

in their clasges."
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An OUTWARD BOUNRIxperience was' implemented for

:the7th grade studen t Germantown.Friends School in._

-Philadelphia as a means Of introducing neW and old

:Aaembers of the class and faculty to each.other. The

ithree-day program_run on the Rancocas RiVer in New

,/ersey served as an exCellent vehicle to start the

academic year.. One.parent commented that "it (the

CillTWARD BOUND experience) got-the class off to a happy

-'start for the year."

A teacher remarked that "The three days gave the .

class a whole:set'of common experiences. I could refer

to the experience on the river, or the ropes or whatever .

No class,has. had that before." Another teacher commented,

"The experience wasn't long enough to develop the:sense

:of:group cooperation to .the extent I wanted, but it did

.

,.ierve to introduce the new'studente into the class,"-.

parent related how much of a difference Ahis kind.

Of'orientation:was.for.her daughter than.when her 'sOn

entered 7th grade: One teacher. Commented, "There always

seemed to.be .so much- riding.o.fokids before, .but :generally

they now seemed nicer to each other." 'The 'comments .of

theseventh grade.students suppert the views of their.

9 9
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teachers and students: .0ne said, "It made me get to

know people much better." Another, "ItCgot me a lot

.-aloser to people;, I respected him because he was

scared." Another, "I really didn't'have any friends

at the beginning of the trip. During the trip I made

a lot of friends because you have to help each other."
Q.'

And finally, "I had the -keeling there were no new

people; they weren't new to.us."

.
Thus, this brief but stressful experience facilitated

communication between.students, students and faculty and :

served to provide a comman set of expLeriences from which

the school year could start.

The.Action Bound Program (their title for OUTWARD

BOUND) at Trenton High-School in New Jersey is a con-.

glomeration of experiences, wilderness survival training;

tutoring in academic work., service work, field trips

and weekend outings. Initiated as an attempt to reach.

"aisruptive non-productive" students, it has been

successful in,motivating many students towards more

positive seif-images and "positive attitude toward

school". Students labeled as uncooperative held jobs

ih hospital .emergency wards; and performed with state

police and fire iescue squads as a part of the Action

10 0
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-.-::Bound program. Science study taught through living in

.the apPropriate wilderness environment took on added

meaning and seemed to increase academic achievement.

.A research stUdy performe4,by two staff members fr.om

Princeton University concluded'as follows about the

effects of the Action Bbund Program:.

On the basis of this study, it can be said
with confidence that compared to a matched .

control 'group of students, and as a conse-
quence of OUTWARD BOUND training these inner-
city 'disadvantaged students began to develop
thOse attributes of character which act as a
foundation for achievement and for mature
social participation. OUTWARD BOUND training
initially captures involvemeItt through competition'
and cooperation in'exciting physical activities
and focus.es upon the pidagogical effects of
social participation.- After such training
there was a significant-change: in.the attitude
of OUTWARD BOUND students (a) in regard to
themselves -- perceiving themselves..as more
active,:stronger, and generally more positive
and less alienated; (b) in regard to others,
a greater tendency to see peers and.teachers
as more positive and helpful; and more positive
attitude toward participation (c) in regard
to the Possibility of their Teaching general,
pCsitive goais.and a more mature goal orientation
expressed by greater'flexibility of means. In
addition:the relevant teachers perceived OUTWARD
BOUND students as being more positive in general,
as showing a greater interest id helping others
and as developing'a greater capacityof self-
assessment (indicated by ,their greater respen-
siveness to.criticism by the teacher).

':1!
.

-

Harold.N. Schroeder, Robert E. Lee, "Effects of
OUTWARD EOUND Training. on Urban Youth", Princeton
University, 1968. ,

1 0 1'
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Finally, each of the schools used in this study

could furnish numerous examples of students who have

been influenced by the activities of OUTWARD BOUND
.

programs. The ones cited hay() been chosen to suggest

.
some of the dimensiOns of the influence which an OUTWARD

BOUND program might have. It might be mentioned again .

,

\..that the impact which OUTWARD BOUND has.had is not

singular; It does not affect.only students. Each pro-

gram infects the total school community directly or'

indirectly as it influences students, teachers, and

administratipn. Changes are made in the climate, re-

letionships, and curricula as these people who have

participated in some type of OUTWARD BOUND experience

return to the school envirOnment.

Impact on Curriculum

As the OUTWARD BOUND programs have affected the

1- quality of the relationships between students.and
.

teachers', they have also affected what is. taught in the

schools 'and the way it-is taught. More and more-,

educators are .realizing the value of experience oritnted

.activities as a Means of teaching the academic curriculum.

As well as enhancing the academic.materitl, exptrience

activities have a social value.in terms of developing
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_student initiative, responsibility and class unity.,

,Personal values,,, self-examination and growth now be-

'cothe a legitimate concern ih the classroom. St. Alban's

School in Washingtoni°D. C., has initiated a unit on sca

pcology for eighth $raders, which involves a weekend trip

.,;to the beach where the students study, .collect and classify

samples; and do service work for the wildlife lefuge.

HSixty students and eight teachers are .'nvolved. The

'importance of the unit apart from its experiential nature,.

is that it is a multi-disciplinary unit taught by the

'math, science, English and government.teachers. Not only

unit'bring teachers together, it also involves

,students from different grade levels. The sixty eighth

-graders are divided.into patrols which are led.by stlidents

from the high school. While this is a small program, it:

.is significant.in that the sea unit serves to introduce

concepts such as cross-disciplinarY curriculum team

Hteadang, cross-student communication and field experience.

At St. Alban's a h-ndful .of teachers have also

init3ated what they call the Voyagers program, which

'serves as an alternative to the physical education period.

:.Keyakilig and rock climbing are some of the.'activities
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in which student's participate. As an alternative to
7

the traditional physical education progr4m, an OUTWARD

BOUND activity has a great deal to offer. The activities

aro'dramatic, challenging and stressful, yet demand no

unusual amount of coordination or training. Any numbor

can'play, and In most cases tho expense for equipment

is not high.

At the Lincoln-Sudbury High School in Massachusetts, .

the influence Of OUTWARD BOUND programs was first strongly

felt in the physical education department. .All five

members of the phYsical oducatiou staff have participated

in the OUTWARD BOUND Teachers Practice during.the summer. .

Moir involvement in, the PractiCa has changed their-

concept of physical education. While retaining the

traditional team sports', the staff new offers a great .

nUmber of wilderness activities. The students and s.taff

have designed and built on the campus several of the

OstacleS Used.by OUTWARD B4OU,N15 in their initiative

tests. Tire swings, ropes, the wall 4nd beam are now

.a part of their physical education equipment.

One and two week courses are available throughout

the year for teachers and students. Instruction in

wilderness skills, rock climbing, expeditions are all

part of these courses. There has been high student and

faculty.interest and participation.
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.

In addition, all students in the tenth grade take

.a nineweek course entitled Outdoor Pursuits. .Tha course

')includes the initiative tests, ropes course, woods rescue,

/snowshoeing, cross country skiing, and disCussions. With

/the addition of this special course, plus the added

OUTWARD BOUND Activities, the physical education staff

feels:that they aro servieing.moro tudents than before.

They also find, that their 'real concern is with instilling

,positive attitudes about the outdoors and physical exercise

generally rather than the traditional notion ef simply

performing exercise and building teams. Enjoyment and

understanding of the out-door environment are key goals of

the department.

In addition to having an impact on the physical

:education curriculum at a number,?ef schools', OUTWARD

BOUND.related programs have.frequently led to changes in

the academic curriculum. The OUTWARD BOUND programs have

served to legitimize the notions that learning takes

.place.outside the four classrooM walls and that experi-

enco can be a regular and useful vehicle for initruction..

_As mentioned already, the:Sea Unit at St. Alban's takes

place, in part, at the sea. .0ther examples include'

,Trenton High SChool where 6e Science department this.
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spring took their tudents on several. trips In an attempt
[

to hulp them arrive at,somó new.anderstanding of a variety

af different outdoor ohvironmeats around Trenton./. The

program included both aCademic study of the area as well

as experience living.4n that, environment.

At Concord-Carlisle High SchoOl in Masseclusetts,

several teachers have'taken.part 4n the OUTWAID BOUND'

,Teachers Practice over the last two years. T e guidance'.

counSelor reported that amongst the teachers ho have been'

on OU1WARD BOUND, "There is much more interest in the

values and emotioaal concerns of the students." One

teacher,.in particular, has focused his course on a

earch and examination of.the values of tho student,

At Lincoln-Sudburylligh School some chan es in the

curriculam have taken place, plus some additi ns. The

9

HOme'Economics department, for examPle, offer a course

in survival cooking. Several of their course are also

beginning with three to six day camping tr4ps as a means

.
of creating a sense of understanding and sensitivity

a"
k

.between the students and instructors.

.
One.,of the mmst dramatic examples of OUTW RD.BOUND

related curriculum is to be found'at the 'Sterl ng School

in Vermont: .OUTWARD BOUND philosophy and prac ice'ii
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'!eadily apparent throughoui tho program at Sterling

'School. The toad of tho ,cheol plus several of_the staff

AlaVe been to the Uurrican ,Island OUTWARU BOUND School

Tend there is a long time friendship between the head of

the Sterling School and. he Chairman of the Board of the

national'OUTWARD'BOUND o ghnitation. .Our of these associations,,

,
a number of interesting i novatlons have grown. The

physidal.education progra largoly centers around training

.1 wilderness skills. Ini iative tests, hikes, sholier

:sin fire building, winter c mping and resCue form a large

part f their athletic-prog am. Short.exPeditions and

overnit camping trips.are hold throughout the year.

This phy.ical education program is in part a reaction

against th standard physical ciducation course. The

headmaster said, "Boys generally don't get enough physical

:-exercise.: Most yhysical education classes try to enter.;

..tain the kids. Most of the physical education programs

:are iOadequate to,the needs of the studenis.."

The academic program reflects a great interest it

/.,developing leadership in conservation. This interest is

r.not a sop to the.current enyironmental fad, rather 'the

school actively searches for faculty trained in conserv7

tition studies. The head of the school feels that ttp
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main,rosponsibility,of Sterling School is to foster

.

the growth and development of conservation loaders. He

says,.

Our study of coniorvation is more than
fust a survey. We try, to integrate
conservation leadorship.into our total

,
academic program. We study the history
Of Conservation, the uso of publicmedia
and what the available resources aro for
solving some of our environmental problem.
.This is our reason for being, We have to
.offor something different,from the public
Schools. 'I think we have a chance to Offr
something valuable."

In keeping with its emphasis on environmental

education and wilderness training, the entire school'

(fifteen faculty.and one hundred and ton students) takes

a three day camping trip in Northern Vermont. Students

aro' divided into patrols vithjaculty members as advisors

and a senior sgtudent as leader. Much or the training in'

wijderness survival and woodland ecoi logy is put tto test

at this time. This winter trip is. an extremely important.

part of the Sterling program'as commenti from the faculty

sttest, .pne said, "it's the:heart oT thO school, it's

what, makes the place Another commented that the trip

hadgreat carryover for hit classroom, "Success on the

winter trip is often followed by improved achievement

in the classroom." Another said, 'The-boys realize thei
. ,

o
14Y4

H==
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1imitations,-they gain a great respect 'for the aWesome

b'ut they frequently find that.they can 'do

MuCh morethan what theythought." The headmaster who.

also teaches au.English class 'spoke of the .social import-
..

:ance of the.trip.'

"In the woodi%new associations grow, .the
facUlty'sees kids in a new light. I know
in my own class, the-kids found'thal I was
competent in the woods,'.and in particular
ono boy found that I really .did iice him,
which is something he didn't realize in'
..my*nglish

'The\notion.of service is.also. evident at.Sterling.
\.

-jhree times a,year (for oneyeek) students,are released,

o perfcrm a'service project in some commUnity. "It's

;4mpor:,,t'for them to accept a responsible role and see

that' they can and are uthul"'is the justification for

'Cthis aspect.of the program acCordihg to .the headmaster..

This year, Sterling. School now offers what they

the Short Course in keeping with their basiC.idea of
. .

'Offerig instruction in environmental education_and

,4614trship. ..:The Short Course is:a three-week course_in

'.-butdoor'leadership, run by the staff and . studentS at .

Sterling for'stddents from other schOols. Given the

..narural setting of the school, and the taients andtinterests

of.the Sterling 'faculty, the president and headmasier.feel

. .
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.

that' offering this type ofinstruction to the public

scheols is part of the regponsibility of the independent

school. The tA, 2 week course 'run in all seasons offers:-

.
b9th academic.instruttion and field experience. Activities-:

Nary with the season, but all courses "include physical

.-training, survival techniques, forest-fire 9entrol,

conservation studies, Northern woodland ecology, nature

-study, photography 'and home-school academic lessons in the

classroom.
.1 (The home-school academic lessons allow

the students to help keep up 'with the work going on back

in the school which.they regularly'attend.) ..The Short

.Course has had.an itmense impact on the Sterling.School

-students. The .public school students (the course is also

epen to girls) add flavor and diversity; a dimension not

always present in an independent.scheol. The head of the

program relates that, "When we have the Short Course going

on, the. school iS a diffeient Oace;...eur kids'aren't

locked into the same faces each day.". More important, ,

.

the Sterling School students serve as assistant instructors:..,

to the Short Course participants. Twenty-two to twenty,

five participantst. Sterling siudents,,dhstruct in firer.

'building, shelterrbuilding, map and.compass work.and

Literature on Short Course, Sterlibg School.
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orienteoring., On the value of the students serving .

as instructors, Steve Wright, the head-of. the program,

says,

The biggest impact is the boys being teachers
in our Short Course. They're put in a different
position - that of a teacher. They have.the
major responsibility. Here's a patrol and i job.-
td AD,' teach them how to do it. We get much more
out of the boyS thiS-way -"they think about
others, care about Others', and xeally begin
to'look at human 'relationships in a way theY
don't when they're simply fulfilling the role

.,.of a student,

Thus, .the Short Course is a dramaticAnnovation in

a variety of whys. First, it arises out of a, concern that

an independent school providera service or opportunity

public.schools.". Second, the Short Course itself is

'Annovative as..a combination of both academic classroom ,

'..work and field experlence. It is eiMed at.developing

7:attitudes-and leadership potential as well as understanding

:and knowledge. Third, the Short Course places students'

in charge. of .teaching:amd assisting other, students, a'

notion which runs contrary to the way many American class-
,:

roomS.are rtin.

In addiiion to the features'Alescribed a's indicative

.' of the impact which OUTWARD BOUND philosophy and practice

.

has had. On Sterling School, one further outgrowth of this

-.association With OUTWARD BOUND is the solo. A three day

11 1
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:three night period alone in the woods for all.seniors at

Sterling just.prior to graduation is required; it is seen

as an opportunity-to reflect on the value of their ?duca-
1

tion as well as to use the outdoor Skills developed during

their enrollment At Sterling.

While this report has not meant to dwell excessively

--on the Sterling School Bounder Program, I. think it is

.justified in that the school has been affected ln.so. many

areas as a result of the OUTWARD BOUND'philosophy and.

practice. The reader should be cautioned that OUTWARD .

BOUND, the Organization, is not directly associated with

the Sterling School. 'However, OUTWARD BOUND Philosophy

and practice, introduced by. a'few members of the school,

have met with'a reqpptive and concerned faculty and

consequently the.program has grown in such a way as to

infuse the .total school, its cifaracter and program. ,.To

this point completely clear, I quote from the

Sterling School litetature.
. .

.
"In 1962 Sterling School, a. non-profit boys

-boarding school, grades nine through twelve,
in Craftsbury.Common, Vermont, inquguratecl
a new educational approach of physical and'
mental challenge integrated into a college-
preparatOry curriculum; by 1964 it had
committed fully its faculty and students to

-J.a program which shared the philsoophy and
some of the techniques espouseZ by the
world-yide OUTWARD BOUND movem6it.:. . . It

'has always made clear-that no official
relatio0hip.exists between the School



and.OUTWARD BOUND, howeVer, its .admiration.
and respect for the success of that..unusual 1
organization remain firm; and the educational
concepts shared by both form a cornerstone of
the Sterling philosophy of education." 2 .

In summary, 'it can be said thatthe OUTWARD BOUND

Movement has_had.,a dramatit impact on Sterling School.

::-The philosophy of the school as well.as its practides
,

represe4t.pany of the ideas of OUTWARD BOUND. '

An association with OUTWARD BOUND has also had

widespread influenCe on.a number cif aspeCts ol.the 'Adams

County High Schoolin Commerce City, dOlOrado. Although

'.there were tengions between the OUTWARD BOUND staff and

..,,facuity;several,new and imaginative programs were im-

lémented and 'although .OUTWARD BOUND is no longer.offiCially

involVed in.the-ichool,.its thought arld Practice has left .

lasting influence.
:

As previously stated, OUTWARD BOUND isa process. which

.can be Us.ed and interpreted.in a,variety of ways. .Intro-
. _

'..diiced for one partictalar reasoni,the program mdyAlave

ffectS on other aspects 'of the school then bris:inally
r ,

intentitned. The program onc.e iMplemented frequently .

laffects both Students and teachers,.curriculuM,. methods

...Literature from Sterling SchoOl, p.
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of-teaching, and extra-curriCular.activities. At Adams

-County .gigh chool, OUTWARD BOUND techniques were intro-

duced into the school as a means of buildiag the self-

image of the students; many. of whom were identifitd as

potential drop-outs. he "Dare'to Care"_program

(term used for programs initiated in the high school'-

faculty Smd Colorado OUTWARD BOUND School) was originated

by'Dr. Stuari, superintendent of schools, and 'Jose'ph

.head of Colorado OUTWARD BOUND School:

"Dr. Stuart's original promise was if,the
OUTWARD BOUND program could.inspire young
men to overcome adversity.through.development
of'inner.strength and character through
conquering adversity couldlsome of the same
concepts be'employed on a-high school campus
and taught ,to high school-boys who were not'
motivated sTifficiently by the existing
curriculum to remain in -school or to achieve
at a very high lt'Ve1 if they did remain in

school." 3 .

17

t
'

Some $-84,600 was initially awarded under Title III

"to make.a frontal attack On the high school's major

prOblem of improvilig attitudes towardlthemselvei (the

unmotivattd students) and.toward-school work by designing,.

3 Final report, Title III, ft<gire to Care", Adams

'County School.,District, 1970. p. 5.
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..developing, and setting in motion an action-oriented'.

curriculum, integrating .components of the OUTWARD BOUND

';.Program.it 4 (Over thefour year period (1966770) in

;which the project was.funded, $285,000 was awarded by

,the federal .government,) Thefaculty of Adams:City with

, the'advice and assistance Of the staff. at Colorado OUTWARD.

'20UND School initiated a number of new pregrams. Pro-

grams ranged from coMmunity service projects to Wilderness
;

trips", an .English class on the Art of Living, to drown-.

A)roOfing and water safety techniques, an aCtion.approach

-;:to:American history.to Mountaineering and Hiking Clubs.

-In particular, seven.programs are still/Continuing which

,originally grew out of the association between OUTWARD

:BOUND and Adams County High School. A brief desCription"
these programs followsto give the.reader some idea

'Of the variety4of result's which the association between

'ClU.TWARD BOUND arid.. a high school can produce.

1, Yampa River Pift-two studehts, twelve

.:eduCatOrs spent four days on the 15-.mile river trip..

.f.The trip related to academic, work being coVered in a ,
4 ,

Ibid., p.
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,conservation class. .111 addition, students assumed major

.,responsibility for planning and equipping the expedition.

Comments from staff indicdte that the human relations
0

dimension of.the rip was quife significant:.

."One of the trip's strong positive factors was

becoming Closely acquainted with school personnel

that I mayonly see during a faculty,meeting.

Under the stress and the rush of the river going

by, everyone spoke their Minds without the .dis-

tractions of school. This-,tarried.civer to the

_boys also, Where both teachers and students saw

each other differently. ManY boys-had never peen

a classroom teacher without.a necktie." S

.

An evaluation performed by staff at thefAplorado State

'University has determined that.some stu4ents have been

Persuadedto stay in.school,as a result Of their partitip-.

ation on the trip, se.veral have an increased level of

self-respect, and.ma0 have improved'attitudes toward

. .

-teachers and other students..

2. Mountaineering. Several types of moUntaineering

expeditions and activities 'we're held as 'part of the "Dare

to Care" program.
Weekend camping trips an-d one 21-day

expedition-dn the mountains formed he core of the pro-

gram... Mountain Pearch and rescue, rock,climbing,

and survival techniques wore all,taught. Much of the

5
.

Progress Report, July 1967 -- "Dare.to Care" Program.
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-

On .the school Campus. According to the-staff, the program

AS been successful sin terms -of raising the self-image of

t p. students and giving the students a sense of accomplish-

:The staff is generally enthusiastic about these

. .

adtivities, .but is reserved becatiSe of the relatively

number of students'and teachers involved. (65

Students, 10 teachers)..

'3: -Mini-Programs. Funds Were bede available for

.

eachers to imPlement'small innovative programs.' One.

eacher:.OurChased i short, wave overseas receiver and

;.encouraged,.studenti" to take it hofile in the avening and

feep ELA.og Of stations received. The .idea was te
. .

en-

courage studenttto take an interest, in world events..

A. 'S'ciende Enri:chment: Thiaq3rograM,iMplemented.,

the 6th grade leveli:was designed to familiarize the

students,with.theNari4ty of environmenti, in and pzound

enver. ..in'addition, it was hoped that the StudentSwouId
. ,

amore Appreciative and aWare of the need for conservAtiOn

Of 'natural resources.. One of the reisoni:for thiS:pro-

, ,

rem's importince.iS its emphasis on stucW.Iaking Place'

Outaide the traditional school clasSroom..
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Community.Service Programs.. The intent of the.

community service program is.to increase the level of

self-image and confidence of the participating students.

Over 400' students Olgh schoolywork each day in several

different community programs -r Neadstart, orphanages,

homes fdr the retarded children.

6. Special Occupational Needi. The SPecial-'1

'Octupational. Needs program was designed for loW-aChieving

boks and girls to investigate existing jobajn and around.

Denver. Classes took place at.school as well as at the,

job sites'. Work experience was also received at those

sites. The-intent:Of the program was to impress upon the

students the needrfor certain qualifications in,order to

perform a job'. Empoyers inithe community. provided'art-

time jobs and training as part of-thii program.'

7, Homecraft NoUse. This.project has received

considerable pUblicity'ana attention. Special education

student* under the direction of one teacher took upon

themselves the renovation of a run-,down house. Over

nine-month period the-students refurbished and refinished

the house. -As well as learning a.great number.of job -

.skills, the students iained'an increasing measure of'
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:;-Self-confidence and.sense of accomplishment which their

Classroom experiences 'had not affOrded them. .

:Finally, then, the association between Adams City

j.4ichool.and Colorado OUTWARD BOUND has..'had an impact

well beyond its originai Zesign. OUTWARD.BOUND is no

:.longerinvolved-in.thi school, yet its theught and:practice

-.411f1uence the school's current programs. What began as

7,,

....an attack on the undeT-achieving student haS had ramific-

',..4tions on the total school comminity. Dr. Thelma Damgaard,

:.:assistant superintendent of schools,suggests the wide

.:5.Mpactthat,xhe "Dare taCare"programS.have had.;

the impfIcations of the "Dare to Care"
program are muchgreater than we ha&origin-
ally thought. We! have ,concluded that the
challengeS" and adVentute Of.such activities
as:moUntaineering and rescue work are not
the onlyfactOrs which change the attitUdes
and. behaviors of young people. Our obser-

: vations cause us:to think, that such action.
;programs have been productive..because they
necessarily bring ahOUt interactions beiWeew
teachers and students. We: think.:now,that
an action-oriented program has greatsignif-
icance 'not only for the nonmotivated but
-also the earnest', hard-Working, motivAted
and com/ietent studentS: .Recogniiing this,
we wish te'explore the,p6stibility '

..breathing.n* life into,the standard areas '

of curriculum; such as the Social'Studies';'
SPeeth.and Drama by makinuthese

j,aubjects bop "action'an.d interaCtion :

,Horiented."
,

jinal Report, Adams City High Schocil% October', 1970:

,119
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In light of their experiences with the "Dare to

Care" program, the final report concludes with a Set of

reccmmendations, three of which are especially. note-

wOl7thy.

"2. The.concepts of extending the boundaries
of the classroom Should be .useful in the
teaching of all types of subjects within
the curriculum.

3. That teacherS be encouraged by the results
of the projects to further employ the con-
cept of closer interaction lath their students
both within the curriculum and outside the
formal curriculum.

The stUdents of the.schoOl distritt should
be constantly made aware of the necessity
of 'expanding.their educational horizon,
beyond the classroom and to the necessity
of knowing.Iheir teachers on a, basis of
sharing experience-s on a different place
than straight pupil-teacher relationships." 7

Thus, it can be seep that Once.started, the,OUTWARD
- . .

BOUND program can lead to changes throughout the,ichool.
% .

One further program bears mention as an example of the.

impactvhich OUTWARD BOUND can have on a school Prdgram.

I have alreadY Mentioned the changes in the,physical

education program at Lincoln7Sudbury High School'in.

MassachuSetts. Many faculty.outside the phYsical education

Ibid., p. 20.
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Aepartment have-become interested and enihused.about

the potential of OUTWARD BOUND for their own use and a
.

new course of study is going to be .Offered-in--1-971-72.

Lincoln-Sudbury High.School will offer an alternate

semesterprogram for juniors nd seniors (50).based.

Somewhaton the East High Senior Seminar described in

the previous chapter. The alternate semester designed

Altoth by facility and stUdents will begin with a 25-day

'OUTWARD BOUND ekperience. Reflecting the idea of

:experience as a vital factor in stimulating.the leatning

porocess, other..components.of the..alternate semester in-

'clude.building a structure on some proPerty in VetmoStl

two liVe-in eXperjencesr--. one and one.in a

rural area'-- and a stu4yofiome aspect of the environ-
.

:ment. Sim-Plar tothe East High program, bonCrete

.periences will be supported by academic disciplines --

,

writing, reading',.compUtation. At a time when educators

isre searchini for techniques to. inspire students to 'find

meaning an their education and in their'world, this

..program seems a dramatic step in the'direction ofcreating

:Opportunities for students to gain such an understanding..

In summary, OUTWARD .BOUND and related experiential

.c:activities hive had a powerful impact on school communities.
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has facilitated understanding Within the schools and

bToughta heightened seases tesponsfbility.and a,contirn
.-

.: for others.tO- aiV students'and te
, .

.

rs, . Attempts-We -
.

. -., .

Y
.,i

,.:. 'been made to/expand the curricUlum toinclude,nc iviiies....
_----- .

'A,,_
'''11' .,rs,.. -'''

whith lnCorporate expfiience: veasas.hitle for .easnizir
. ,..

..'' Val es--ririoral growth and -.development have als0
. .-----"'

.
become part.of a student's: tlassroom.experie ce.

. . .

. . .

..



CHAPTER VIL .

RECOMMENDATIQpS

.

it-is the contention of fhis eialUatOrthat the

,affeCts::resulting from an association between OUTWARD
. - .

.A3OUND:and the high 'schools are quite beneficial. Some.

ineraL Conclusions will:be..drawnabqut these egfects. in
. .°

thejinal..chapter. The preiriOuschaptercited

,:examOles ciVthe..directioh:WAlckan isSociation between.,

.;00TWARDAIOUND and theOligh SchOols mighf take _The

reader ShouId.b,cautioncUthat'this:andfirSis,doeS hot-:

iliTIcat in OUTWARD.BOUND lies the solution't6..our

vna ion's4roblets:nreducatiOn. :OUTWAR15-BOUND,,,.iepreS*k

nelPartofsoltition and when'imPlemented'A'fcari:lek

OWArd.the humanizing 'of :schools, -.There ii:,nciquestion*.

-kv-Oe:,:sctipoisused in this study.haire, felt,the imPact

.3!0fAheir.OUTWARD4BOUND programs. This is'not.Wsay thaf

1:.hdite become cepiers of-htiManisim and learning. SOise

#e::Ormsrams are still small,sOme of the teachers:are.
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still fearful, some of the studentsare disinterested,

some of the programs bave died. However, in ell the

.schools there are Some teachers and.some.students who

are better for .haVing been involved. in OUTWARD BOUND.

or a related activity. What follows.then are some

1..e'commendations and criticisms whicil might be useful'.

'Ao schools and OUTWARD.BOUND staff. . These recommehdati.onS

are su.ggisted in the-hopeS that they will help improve

:.the quality a the relationship between OUTWARD BOUND and

.high schools. The p.ubli.c And private schools and OUTW4D:'

BOUND need ediCh Other. The schools provide the testing

,.grotind', the reality tests for:the.innovations and ideas

which the OUTWARD .BOUND'schools seek te implement, and

OUTWARD BOUND can supply the school wi.th ideas and a 'process:::

which'may. begin to,solve some of their problems.

Imposition of Philosophy

OUTWARD frouND should.be carefui'not to impose its

. philosophy on the schOols with which itiS:associating.

'They should enter a.school on:the terms of'the sChooi'.

-EaCh school has its own set of needs and interests and

OUTWARD.BOUND sn'shild tailor its programto fit those

',needs and interests. Sdhools are frequently SI.OW'co...z

-
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adoiyt 'change and although impatience with the degree
C
and

,pace 'of change in educational institutions is understand-
'

t1131,e, OUTWARD BOUND should recognize that in order to be,
z

*successful it must mOve at a pace which is consistenV

with the operations of the schobl. ,Many peOple within
. , .

'OUTWARD BOUND" .are well aware of the differences between

i:'.their mode .of operation and that of 'the public and.
-

priyate school kobert Lenvz of the National OUTWARD ,
,

oilice has stated, "OUTWARD BOUND mUst be careful
_

. .

respect the philosophy aiiS style ol individual ichools .

work within the goals and terms. of a school as

has defined them. We Can't, set lip their goals and

Criteri a. " Joseph Nold, director of the Colorado OUTWARD

BOUND 'Chool., another who is aWare Of this. problem. 'He
. .

rfsaid ,

"Our main difficulty was our impatience
with the way decisions were made in a
public school. We tend to make decisions
pretty quickly because we don't have so
much structure in our organizatiori,buta---
pubiic school is diffeient -- you need
different techniques there. Our tactic
now is to expose the teachers and admin-
istrators to our program and philosophy,
then turn the responsibility to design
a.program over Vo them."

,The fruits of this kind of "soft sell" policy are readily

apparent in the case of Eaa High school already mentioned
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where teachers have .designed a Orogram (Using OUTWARD

BOUND ay.-a consultant) which meets their specific

desires and, interests. The point is then that OUTWARD

BOUND can expose -teachers and administrators to their

techniques and philosophy, but the stchool personnel

itself should.betesponsible for the goals of'its

particular program.

Potnt of Entrance

.Given that schOols opert.e. in'differtng ways and

change at varying paces,. what is the optimum pointlaf

entinnce fot. an OUTWARD BOUND program? Just as OUTWARD

BOUND must respect the philosorihy and goals of the

educational institution, there aie some. inStitutions
%

whiCh,are.not ready to accept OUTWARD BOUND and OUTWARD

BOUND should not become dnvolved in what can be a'quagmire

of triVal rules 'mid peti'y regulations. There is no set

daswer to this question, bUt L suspect there are a few

guidelines which. OUTWARD BOUND might look for as more

.and more schools become interested in" their programs.

.Cettainly uppermost in mind is 'that any program'

enteting a school must have the. support of the.chief

decision.-makidg officers in moSt cases this is Ole'.
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A)rincipal or headmaster. He is the aan who can clear

way the brueaucratic hangUps which,can numb and stultify.

program. He can alter the schedule,.get the permission,.

gran the excuse time and dpen,the .chltnnels for the pro-
.;

4ram., As edutational ledder of the school, he can prOvide

the.morale,and enthusiaSm which is crucial to a new or

Onnovative program and which can gain the support of.the

3.faculty.. The principals of East High and WoodWard High

.,:.(ToledO, Ohio) have both taken part in OUTWARD BOUND

1,experienceS and are ardent suppoiters of experiential

the

:activititsj. The heavimaster_oi,WebbSchoolwentwith---1---1

students'to the North Cakolin6 OUTWARD BOUND progrem.

The head of the Upper'School at germantoWn Frien4 school :

, Wticipated with the studenis'in their:OUTWARD BOUND '

.:,program. The superintendent-principal at Lincoln-Sudbury.
,e

'fligh School is a Strong advocate of OUTWARD BOUND in his

- .

School.. He is now on the board of one.of the OUTWARD

',A3OUND. schools. 'Thus., any program wishing to4gain u

:strong foothold in a school,-mdst seek to gain the otpen

,$,Support of the principal or headmaster.

Faculty support is also an important ingredient to

;

look for as a pkogram enters X school. Scheduling, time..
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Spent in classes or extra-curricular activities will,

be affected by the implementation of an OUTWARD BOUND

Trogram and the degree of the success'of the program.

Consequently, OUTWARD BOUND should seek situations-W1tere.

thereis alTeady some faculty support or at the very

least a strong 'likelihood that the prOgram will tain some

measure f faculty support. This support is important

OA simply because the program will affect classiime and

but.because ihe program should become 'the

provinde of the faculty. As already mentioned., it should

become their program. Obviously, there is no.fixed.numberA

of faculty which should be pro-OUTWARD BOUND before the
,

OUTWARD BOUND staff should enter the school. Different

faculty members hav:varying degrees of influence. "'This:

is simply a matter to whickthe OUTWARD BOUND staff,must
0..

be Sensitive.:

Certinly there should be some sense of commitment

on the part of a school system befOre.an.OUTWARD BOUND

program should enter. This commitment might represent

faculty4articipation,time 'available during.norMal

school day ferTrogram deyelbpMglit and evaluation, funds

for equipment or transportation or staff renumeration.
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T,A'school :system should be willing to seq0 a number of

,..tiachers to OUTWARD BOUND seminars or courSes. There
V

Atist be a base of.knoWledge and support within a school

for the progtam to have a .chance of success and impact..'

Systems willing to releage or compensate groups of

:,..teachers for OUTWARD BOUND programs should.begiven top

by OUTWARD BOUND. Tfiese factors should be part

of the overall equation dirmIning just what the optimum

point .of,entrance for OUTWARD BOUND is.

Whether or when a program or outside organization

shoUld enter a school system is at:best. adiffiCult

f...dilemma. This evaluation is not .suggesting that OUTWARD

i'lOUND seek only, the flexible, innovatiVe and progressive

ichoois,foy placing jts efforts.. However, there are.

Y.:SChools which are more ready thanothers to undergo.the

kinds

0

of'.questioning and self-examination:which generally

arise from the type of'program and philoSophy- which OUTWARD

':.BOUND represents. Rather than dispensing their energy

n'a whirlwind attempt to reform all of educationOUTWARD

BOUND,in recognition of the faCtors ilreviously. cites!
. .

-should choose schools where there is a reasOnable chance

.1.of receiving an open and questioning ear,

129,
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Development of the Program.

As soon as it is safe or possible, OUTWARD'BOUND

should leaire the direction and deirelopment of the..program

in a schoor to the school personnel itself: This

,-.....recommendation has really been implied in the first

' section Ofthig chapter. OUTWARD BOUND, if-only because

of the factors.orieanci...money, cannot afford to run

programs for a great number.oeschobl The schools

themselves should-take over.as much as possible-1

direction and implementation of the programs. Throughout

its lskiciation with a school,.OUTWARD BOUND should seek:

to train the school staff in the necessar;wkills' whether

it be in the areas.,,of wilderneis skills -or currieulnm

development ideas. After an initial testing nd learning

period, OUTWARD BOUND should play an increasing'role of

consultant,or advisor, leaving more and more of the.

direction and impleMentation to the faculty of the:s6u hool:,

At Sterling School, the faculty and administration have

taken what they wish from OUTWARD BOUND and gone the

'Jlirections they wished. Ati'Lincoln-SudbUry, several

staff members are equipped to handle the wildernesi and.

..:.safety skills necessary, and thus, they run their oWn
.. .

Programs, with advice ficiM%0UTWARD BOUND. At Trenton
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High School, the science department in conjunction with

'e former OUTWARD BOUND'instructor have.developed a program

.of science enrichment. I think it both economical and

A,hilosophically sound 'that as much as'possible the OUTWARD

AiOUND Program be turne.dover tothe sChool staff, or per-

, .

-sonnel. It shoUld be mentioned that this does not mean

.:that all school ,staff InvolVe.A1 with an OUTWARD BOUND

',.program activity must haye advanced wilderness skills.

OUTORD BOUND program may take any number of directions

Jsome ofwhich do not neceSsarily require wilderness skills.

:Experiential learning does noi have to take plaCe in the.

:f.Wilderness,

*
.LAS,A Special Program

Some thought should be.taken about the placement in

7:the school of an ouTwO) BOUND program. If it is only a
4.

special program for.a select few (disadvantaged, super-

achievers, etc.) then it may well remain outside the

?.mainstream ,of the school progi.am. If OUTWARD wimp is .

.to play a role in changing the fundamental process of

education within a school, it should strive to become

more than simply a dumping ground for sPecial students
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for Which the school. has no prOgram. If this is the,

only way the program can enter, then OUTWARD BOUND Will

have to weigh its chances of survival or success, but

Ihis.evaluation believes it should seek to drawoas many

students'as possible from different backgrounds within

thO'school, and, try to be placed in the regular curriculum

oof the School.

n(
Disse intition of Information .

OUTWARD BOUND has done an admirable job of dissemin-
46,

iaping nformation about its.program to educational insti.-,

tutions. .Its newsletter, "What's Happening" includespa

mumber qf contributions from schools describing the ways

they have implemented OUTWARD IOUND techniques smd philosophy,.

Every effort Should be. made AO increase theAlumber of con-

tributors to, this magazine as it r,epresents A?vehiCle for .

advising and sharing,in what can be done with an OUTWARD

BOUND program, The preparation and mailing is an expense,

but a worthwhile one. Schools having OUTWARD BOUND,programs

mi.ght take some of the responsibilities for sharing their
c

percepti-ons and advice.with other schools in the same

general locale. A conference might be held everyso often, .

in different'lotales te bring together school's wiIh. OUTWARD':

IOUND programs Ao'share with each other the methods ind .,
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directions which their programs have taken. While this

report advocates'that OUTWARD BOUND, after an initial

..:peried of introducti,en and generation, should withdraw

from a sC'hool, this reViewer believes that lines of /

'communicatiOn remain open between the school and OUTWARD

ii:i0UND. Information sessions'should be held and time sdt

faside for joint evaluation and interpretation.

tonclusion

'In summary, the preceding point's have not been

criticism pointed.at OUTWARD BOUND or the schools so much

as they have points of consideration for the future re-

'1.atiOnships, between OUTWARD BOUND and the schools. The

'points are noi specific because there are no seti3re-

.,,scribed rules for goVerning relationships. These have

been Setdown as Points of cOLsideration based on the

experiences which OUTWARD BOUND and the school's have had

together. 'They are guidelines which.OUTWARD BOUND and the .

sChools should reflect upon'and be aware of as OUTWARD

.,:BOUND seeks to further its' impact on the nature of

education.'
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CHAPTER VIII.

CONCLUSION

Several generalizations can be mule as to the nature

of the impact which OUTWARD BOUND hashed on the high schools

wAth which it has been involved. It has affected a number'

of areas within the structure of a school -- teachers, re-

lationships, ,students, curriculum. This report has attempted

to .describe and examine some of the recurring and frequeQt,

developments which have resulted in schools which have

adopted 00MRD BOUND programs. The OUTWARD BOUND pregrams

';'4,.caVe served a variety of functions in different schools but

the following conclusions miiht be drawn about its role and

impact.

As Catalyst .

Onee OUTWARD BOUND programs have been..introddced and

implemented within a school, theY seem to serve in the role:.

.of a catalyst. The OUTWARD BOUND proceSs does serve to

rais.e questions about the standard educational programs

present in many schools. It challenges several notions

4
about scheduling, dutricalum, requirementsritudent-teacner

relationships, strictly cognitive-curricula, and performance
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criteria to mention e few. Frequently schools dro changed.

as they revise their normal procedures and iMploMont new

programs in light of this questioning. Once the process,

cif self-examination is begun it can lead to a thorough

'study end.rovision of the school policies. Toe, once ono .

'innovation is.introduced, it can lead to a snowballing

'effect. Because the quality of the rolationshipbetween'

..:students and teachers is improved (more trust, sensitivity)

,.the Atmosphere or climate in tho classroom is.altered and

*different typos of activities or topics can be pursued or

'-different techniques can bo used. As more and more

Classrooms aie Changed the overall climate of.the schr

altered. The OUTWARD BOUNDprogram has often served

stimulate and foster the professional devel9pment of

embers of the.school faculty. Many 'times teachera are

anxious to try scmething new and OUTWARD BOUND can serve

the vehicle needed to release their creativity and

.imagination. Individual talents have found a place to

'serve in OUTWARD BOUND programs. In numerous instances,

-the OUTWARD BOUND activity hes brought:teachers together

'who have gone on to design programs of their own. It

has served as a vehicie'to release and channel the concern'

ythich many teachers feel about the direction theirschool'

1 3,5
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:is going and help them to establish a new,directiOn.

Perhaps thfs,,catalytic. role is OUTWARD BOND's.most

significant, function within a .school. .Areas of dis-

,eontent and questiofting aro opened and solutions beiin"

to emerge.4nd are tried., Murray Durstp the executive

director.of OUTWARD BOUND, Inc., sees.the organization

'in this role. He says? "OUTWARD BOUND is a process

which facilitates an educational process within/a

schoolt" Kurt Hahn, the founder of OUTWARD BOUND often

spoke. of the program as'a forte of "ignition". Thus,

bUTWARD BOUND programs have served to stimulate schools

and teachers into the Process of self-examination and

evaluation. If the problem in our,schools is one of

.,"mindlessness" (as Oarles Silberman says). then the

implementation of OUTWARD BOUND 'programs is one Way to

moye school's in the direction of self-examination.
0 t

Experiential Education

In a good number of cases, as indicated throughout.

this'report, OUTWARD BOUWhas legitimized and provided.

Sanction for the progressive notion -of.ltAirning by doing

Activity.and experiences (reality testing) haye Tlayed );4

:diminishing role in classrooms as teachers feel more and



.1116,170presSure to get. up tO World Wir II, finish the

bek;,:-.ot Prepareithe.student for chemistry.'"

'OUTWARD _BOUND:represents a refreshing return to d

spirit
: .

ofirivolvemnt, action and decision-mating whiCh:

11;s!ail.,too latking in,public And-privatesChoolS. Again,'
cl

:Silberman suggest.that.,. "the'teacher's role must change'.
. . .

..,,In.'::,Other-and equally profound ways.. There mnst.be far

.7.LeSi telling onthe part of teachers, a 'far mbre'doing
,

toa*theAiart Of tudents" Thet ning ln,wilderness ,

illS,"survival.; and rescue,:plus the emphasis Orervice:.-.!

14i.e.alf,waYs in which the OUTWARD BOUND program incorporates,

41lie notion of "learning.by doing" The"essenceof the

.OUTWARD BOUND,program is for the studentto learn through

*Ilirect confrontation:with the sitution or problem. The,'.

4iveH"in wOrk-Widy7progrAms described inthis report are.
c

.C*11 eXamples of how.experience has beCome i Vehicle-for '

programs within-SchOoli. ,As an in-
.,

'Creating number of stbdents.coMplakn about theaterile

Curriculum,and demand more-relevant and individual pro-

tramshe OUTWARD BOUND process offers..a dynamic and
-

.4rea1istic alternative.

V.5°.

Charles S.ilbwiman, Crisis in the Classroom, RandoW
LHOdse, New York, 1970. p. 218.



OUTWAPD BOUND programs, once implemented within a

sehool%.have proyen to.be a vehicle for curriCulum re-

form. Not only hnve.they generatecLattempts to introduce

.more activity dnto the classroom OT curriculum, theAnO7.
,

grarnS have alto served to bring questions of. personal,
0

development and individual Vsaliies into the classroom.

QUestiont of personal self4rorth are part.of theresUlv:'

of an OUTWARDBOUND program and thus,:confidence,-maturitT,

self-eAnmination..have become the legitimate .concern of

the Curriculum.. 'Both teachers and stuCients are.confronte.

. .

with these questions as they participate in the .PVTWARD

. .

:BOUND activiti.es, Because it deals.With the growth and

developinent of individua14,'OUTWARD BOUND can.setve to

bring'these topics into the curriculum of the. sdhOol;,

Human Relations

For dnstitutions facea with human relationtA)robleait
V

theraciai 7-strife at Eatt .High:for_exam010, OUTWARILBOUND

taa'aerve to bringAppOsini groups'tegether:andinitiate

dialOgue-ana:interactiOwbeweenjtham. In manr'of the,

OUTWARDBOUND actiViiies, the participantsmutt rqate,'
:

to each other, live and work.together if tfiey are to.
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'urvlve. Because there is frequently.stress or danger

'inVolve.d, conventional social defenses are down and Ahe

.:.:r.participanAs learn aboUt'eachother quickly and deeP1T.

'11aving sUrvived and/or. succeeded, :they are morereadj,

iti-disctiss and Work Aoward the solution of their own

:;,',problems together. The activiiieS stimulate a climate

facceptance,.knowledie and tolerance.' The tension

Lilid/or docility which is prevcdent in classrooms in many

;Chools could'be 'lessened with such a:program of inter-:

action

For individuals, students, and teachersOUTWARD*

BOUND prosrams:have been of proven value. Students have
,

JOUnd a sense of accomplishment and'reward. Teachers hive

:-cli:SCovered pew-dimensions in their teaching. Insofar aS

:Ahese individuals become ekcited,about education andtheir

role in education, schools beCome better places for both

students and ieachers. To this degree,:OUTWARD BOUND has

Thad an.iMpaCt on the naiure of schools.

Finally, then, OUTWARD BOUND setVed as:a signifitant

educational force:. It can function 'on. a variety of levels

aliih.be,interpreted in many ways. As schools seekanswers
:

,Ab the trustrations which they' face,06TWARD BOUND represent.S.
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ProteS'S:whiCh'has ihe potential to:helP thesChools

become more relevant and help-thembegin the procss

of change toward humane, sensitive institutions con--

cerned with the education'of'children and.adults..



APPENDIX

-.
..-.The following is A brief description of the programs....

n.the twelve schools invOlved in this paper. Intluded''

qti-etha names of the principal directorof the OUTWARD'

OUNDprogiams in the.SchoOls.; It iS hoped that thiS
,--
14:iftlhight.prove helpful to those se:eking more detailed

'

information.. ,The desCription which follows if general
. , .- .

always complete becLuse, as indicafed;inithe

rep,Ort:OUTWARD BOUND is-a.procass and can be Applied,...in:
,

trr
verietrofwayS'. If is not simply at-ektenSiun

1,teurriculum. Several teacherS:are using OUTWARDBOUND

11:eOncePt5 as' i part:of this daily instructional-procedures

and.this iS not 1..isted oasa program.
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Adams City'High School
..Adams,' County School.District 14
1.4/20.East 69th Avenue
7, Commerce City, Colorado 80022

'Principal:Director: L. ArnOld, Director Of Secondary

InstrUction Program: The OUTWARD BOUND program has

eVolved into the "Dare to Carelt.program and now into

'the "Action-Interaction Curriculum." The main compon7.

ents of the program.are:

1. Homecraft House: "Special education tudents
:)

tinder the directidn of the teacher began with a very run

down and abused house and withim a nine-month period of
. ,

time completely refurnished the structure both inside .

and out."..1

2. Community Service. Students are assigned to

work in a'variety of community agencies including 'Heed-,

stari,.mental health clinic's, mentally retarded centers,

:.orphanages, eta.

3. Special.Occupational Need., This project

provides low7achieving siudent with opportunities to

WOrk ii on-the-job experien6es. Classroom instruction

Title III-ESEA="Action-Interaction CurriculUm". Report:,

1969-70, p: 2.



Aa:also given.

4. Sixth Grade. Science Enrichment.. This program.

7inCludes'field trips to collect and:Vdentify'planfand

ianimal:4.1fe which is:then Used..for study in the regular..

stiente curriculum.
.

5. Mountaineering Program. .1n this activity,:

>tUdents learn .a variety of mountaineering

,4re, able to utilize 'skills on several expeditions.

6. :..!2iver:Trip. k4-.day.river trip for,teachers:

..i,ntUdenta inClude aCtivitifs whiCh relate to:biOlogy,-;

math.,,EngliShi'interperional coMmuni7

ations,adVenture And-challenge are al part of theifocUs'
. .

zof this trip.

7. Mini'.Program. A speciai category under which

:provision can be made for special experiences relating

.te.the regular curriculum.

0
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Winston'Churchill High SchOoi
1850Barley Hill Road
,Eugene., Oregon 97405

C.. Ws. ZoIlinger, principal of the. Schoo

Clyde vica-principal. tie has taken part in thefirst

-Churchill Challenge.

M. A. 'Smith, guidance counselnr.
She took part in the.

:first Churchill Challenge and is Jn he process
of prepnring a reporvon its effe'Cts.. .

,

Program:

_ In May 19,70, 50 juniorS. and 6 faculty members took

part in:a 21day OUTWARD BOUND'progrmn. runby .the.NOrthwest

-OUTWARD'BOUN6'schoul. :linens for 1971 inclUdedallifour.

.high sOhools in .Eugene., 160 students and .16 faculty will

13.nrticipate-in another 2I-day OUTWARD tOUND experience,--rUn

by the Northwest OUTWARD BOUND School.. Severnlitenchers
.

-and Students:Ifave
ilso'attended the regUlar suMmerOUTWARDT

-Bourip conrses :Outdoor programs Jhave been expandea in

tneelementiry schools with severirA4no participated4h

, ,

the.ChUrch4.11Chal.Ienge working-with the'.elementary*hOO_ .

studenti and teachera...
:

A:sterring committee fer outdoorI3rogramS:.has also
,

been-estebliShed'as well..aS'an Outdoor, COordinatet.
.

,

:121,

IlltatigYitamaga



:ConCOrd-Carlisle Regional High SchoOl..
ConcOrd., Massachusetts

rincipal_Director: J. Eten, ,teicher.

McClelland, teacher of physical education

lhe.PrOgram:

,..Several teachers and students have'been to the.

47egular Summer OUTWARD BOUND courses.

Several short eXpeditions and Outings, have beenAun.

4biOughout the school year weekendS,.vacationshere

i.S?4 Cenoe and Kayak Club.

A One7Week ecology lield trip to Wellfleet was:

eStablished involVing.4 teachers'and: approxiMately 20'
,

.0tUdents .

:During:the Summer 3 trips were arranged Andro-'

Acoggin River. (canoe trip), Mount Katandin (climbing 'trip)

Co&.(bicycling and hiking trip).

;A:lOnger trip during the summer of 1971.is planned

dnVolving students and teachers.

:SeVeralteachers are using experiential technitudes:,

antheir tlassroomi. A course in values has been initiate4.



-East High Scho
1545 Detroit Street
Denver, Colorado 80206'

.:Principal. Director:. 1,,oliett

Craig SpillMan, Coor.dinator of SeniorSeminar

The 'Program:
.,.--,

Several teachers and students have taken part'

4n the regularOUTWARD BOUND School courses..

The Senior Seminar and othe activities have

.already been described in 'Chapter V. To obtain a.

complete report on the Senior Seminar write to East

High.SChool..



6ermintown Friends School
31 West Coulter Street

4~1Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19144"

7 Principal Director: John Emerson, head of upper school

tcl

The Program:

Two OUTWARD BOUND prograis were initiated in 1970-71.

e first was a three-day experience on the Rancocas River.

New Jersey for all seventh grade students and faculty.

second,.a three-day experience at the Delaware Water-

ayin Pennsylvania for all tenth grade students and
-

faculty.-----Both expeditions were directed by Phil CoStello,

.1.Direttor of Projett-MSE, Building A,- Warren Tlaz.a

Wighstbtern, New Jersey.

Some teachers have participated-in OUTWARD BOUND

ars and are Using experiential techniques ill their



:Lincoln-Sudbury Regional High School
390 Lincoln Road*

' Sudbury, Massachus.etts 01776.

s

Principal Director: -W. Ruliffson, superintendent-principal

J. Klei.ser, athletic director

The Program:

Several, ficulty (inciuding the whole physical

education depiTtment) have:attended the regular OUTWARD

BOUND SchOO1 courses.

Several programs have been initiated in the last

three years. These'programs Varyin length. The pro-

grams are Tun during school time, after school, weekends,

vacations,',and summer. Typical.OUTWARD EOUND equipment

has .b'een built on the campus. Their Nimbus Course in-

cludes rock climbing, kayak and canov expeditionS,

drownproofing, etc. The program is available. to all.

students and many students. and teachers have taken part.

An*lternate semester program is available. for

juniors'.-which will be similar to the East High Senior

Seminar.



'nnetonka High School
'IRif..ute 6, Boi 356.
lUcelgior, 'Minnesota: 55331

Principal Director: 6. Cox
B. Schultenover

AFiRrogram: r<

OUTWARD BOUND is involved in two special programs

ich ..ei-achoot:hasimplemented.:-. 'SIVAS ,.(School

0,aS.CboOl) and the Mini-SChOOl: ExpeditiOns and. wilder7
-.

.
(ne'srain.ihg have been a par(.ef the:pilJgramfor the

students. :The:prOgraMa beginwith a:ten-day canoe

'Several teachers and students:have atiended the.
.

'regdlar OUTWARTBOUND cburseS. OUTWARD BOUND WorkshCOS

ave 'alambeen .held for: the-teachers, Credit is granted

ot.he:,facultrfor,participating in IL.,OUTWARBOUND:c6urses.
" .

Trave17study exPedifions (2-3 weeks) have been led

and the'Grand Canyon.'



Saint Alban's Sclool
Washington, D. C.

Principal Directors: J. Kielsmeier
D. Hull
M. Forsythe

-.The Program:.

The Voyageur. ActiVity Program' is a PTogram of
-

Kayaking or rock climbing aliailable tO all high school

students as.an alternative in the physical\educition',

program.,

The7yoyaOur r is designed,for 101-h and llth grade ;

stUdents to take special study-Or service projects during:

the year. Training in outdoors and related skills is

offered and seVeral weekend and vacation extiaditions%*are

held.

An ecology Unit as taugh.t inYthe-.1th" grade which

. .

involves several academic disCiplinesand involyes fin':

expeditionto the,beaCh.

Several:seniors, long with .seniors fr6MHCarddi*
.,-

Hi

it

11School.in Washington are attending i'prograMai.r.Ihe

Noirth.,Carolina OUTWARD BOUND School for:their Science
_

nject.

A Lone School Outing Clinic is being formed

VrARTAM,



S. Wright, Assistant to President,
faculty members

Stebbins', Headmaster

, Bermingham, President

e. *Program::

- - .

OUTWARD 'BOUND program and.philosophy is inculcated"

tromanyof the aspects of the .school and is already

eibribed::in-Chapter V. 'An ex:tensiyeand vigorous-:.pro

raMblAdtderness trafning, conservation leadership,,.

editions, and solo is.part of each student's'TegUlar
, ,

P .Chbol,:pregram bf study.

The'Short COurse.is,A program of wilderneds

raininiVand,expeditions made'avAilable 'to.students;4rem

systeis.

bMeexCellent printed materials-deicribing.the,

raiWat:Sterling are available' from.the school.



:Toledo Soard pf Eddcation
Manhat'Oan And Elm
Toledok Ohio 4360,'

,/

Principali4rectdr: W. Tapola,.director Outdóbr Education
0 0

T.'Dick,. superintendent.

T. :stelagowaki, principal of Woodward High School .

. MyW
The Pf4ram:

. .

, The school s);stem has aCtively sought (and gathered).

:fu ds I,'ESEA). to send
D
students.,. teachers;.and'

adMiAistrators :to regular OUTWARD BOUND courses.

Ihe administration has initiattd a department of
.

..
.Outdor Education which is running a variety of programs,.

I

for different schools in the system. As well-is runnitg-
".

expeditions and camping trips, they a're developing
. .

curriculum to help teachers use the outdoo'rs as

regular ,part of ifistruction.J ,

.Woodward High School'i'in particular, has several.

'students and teachers,:(and'the principal) who have .

attcqded OUTWARD BOUND School. .They have alsn:initiated

an ObTWARDBOUilD Club whoae primaryobjective is to'

develop'.communitY service prOjects.

. This past spring; ten teachers, an.aisistant

principal.; and three community'vorkers :took liart in

special. OUTWARBOUND trip to HexiCo.

41,



rg,

enton High schooi
renton, New Jersey

Dire tor:11rincipal

e Program:

P. Costello, Director, Project USE,
Warren.Plaza. West,'Hightstown, New
Jersey

,A three-year grant in 1966 from a variety of

s.iarces placed the OUTWARD BOUND program under the

ci rection of Phil Coitello in the school for three

arsfA wi.cle-:Variety of.aotivities:-7wilderness

itork.study,and-.Comtuniiy:.

rVici:XereAeveloped.:.:Funding ran ont in 1970.

-Jhis:yeer OUTWARD BOUND Activities', (called a

Y:Aii:AnOtherEnvironment) are fuh as,an extension

t4OSCience Curriculum.. Other.ligh:schools and
. .

en;pil State College.,.send:personnel on'these. triPs.



Webb-Bell Buckle Sthool
Bell Buckle, Tennessee P37020

.

.

Principal Pirector: C. Hartbarger, Athletic Directtr

K. Stuckey; headmaster

The Program:

Started in 1970, 16 senior boys plus the athletic

director and headmaster attended a course at the North..

Carolina OUTWARD BOUND.Scheol. In 1971, the program

has been opened to both juniors and seniors.

Several activitieS.in the physical education

program incorporate concepts from OUTWARD BOUND.

151.



STUDIES AVAILABLE. FROM OUTWARD, BOUND

An Analysis Of The Impact Of OUTWARD BOUND On Twelve High
,Schools." Schulze, Joseph R. Mankato State College, Minnesota, 1971

UTWARD BOUND: A Means Of Implementing Guidance Objec-
tives." Lovett, Richard A.,.University of Toledo, 1971

'Evahiation Of The OUTWARD BOUND Teachers' Practica." Hawkes,
Glen, et al, University of Massachusetti, 1970

"OUTWARD BOUND Schools As An Alternative To Institutionaliza-
.

tion For Adolescent, Delinquent Boys." Kelly, Francis J., and_ Baer,
Daniel J., Boston College, 1968

"Effects of OUIWARD BOUND Training On Urban Youth."
Schroeder, Harold M. and Lee, Robert E., Princeton University, 1967
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OU'iWARD BOUND, Inc. . .

Reston, Virginia:22070 Phone,:' (703) 437-5454

Northwest
OUTWARD BOUND School

3200 Judkins Road
Eugene, Oregon 97403

North Carolina_
OUTWARD BOUND '§chOol

P.O. Box 817
Morganton, North Carolina 28655

Colorado -----.-,
OUTWARD BOUND School

P.O. Box 7247
Park Hill Station
Denver, Colorado .80207

,

Minnesota
- OUTWARD BOUND School

330 Walker Avenue South

Wayzata, Minnesota 55391

Hurricane island
OUTWARD BOUND School

P.O. Box 729
Concord, Massachusetts 01742

Texas
OUTWARD BOUNDSchool---
3917 Cedar Springs Road

Dallas, Texas 75219

Dartmouth OUTWARDBOUND Center

P.O. Box 50 --

Hanover, NeW Hampshire 03755

hog


